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Bio for Hance West - Page 33 
Bio for Nan Leake - Page 34 
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V. Budget Update (Year End Results and Biennium Budget Proposal)
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FY22 Year To Date Budget Report - Page 65 
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VI. Strategic Plan Update
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VII. Informational Item
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RBA - Approve Internal Audit Director's Performance Bonus - Page 79 
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 RBA – FY 2021 Incentive Pay for Investment Professionals

IX. RBA – Director’s Performance Review (Closed session)
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Minutes 
An electronic meeting of the Virginia Retirement System Administration and Personnel Committee was 
held on June 2, 2021 in accordance with § 2.2-3708.2(A)(3) of the Code of Virginia and in accordance 
with guidance provided in Item 4-0.01 of Chapter 552 of the 2021 Special Session I Acts of Assembly, 
with the following members participating: 

O’Kelly E. McWilliams, III, Chair 
Joseph W. Montgomery, Vice Chair 
Troilen G. Seward, Ed.S. 

Board members present: 
Hon. J. Brandon Bell, II  
John M. Bennett 
William A. Garrett 
W. Brett Hayes 

VRS Staff:  
Patricia Bishop, Jennifer Schreck, Jeanne Chenault, Michael Cooper, Harriet Covey, Juanita 
Cribbs, Valerie Disanto, Barry Faison, Jonathan Farmer, Robert Irving, LaShaunda King, Curt 
Mattson, Angela Payne, Matt Priestas, Paula Reid, Mark Rein, Jillian Sherman and Cindy 
Wilkinson.  

The meeting convened at 10:01 a.m. 

Opening Remarks 

O’Kelly E. McWilliams, III, called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone to the June 2, 2021 
meeting of the Administration and Personnel Committee. 

Mr. McWilliams introduced John M. Bennett, the newest member of the Board of Trustees. Mr. Bennett 
joins the Board after retiring from his position as Vice President for Finance at VCU, and he previously 
served as Secretary of Finance for the Commonwealth. 

Next, Mr. McWilliams noted that given the current circumstances related to COVID-19, the Committee is 
unable to meet in person and, therefore, is using electronic means to hold the meeting. The meeting 
is being held in accordance with § 2.2-3708(A)(3) of the Code of Virginia and Chapter 552 of the 
2021 Special Session I Acts of Assembly as they relate to conducting business during the pandemic.  

Mr. McWilliams then took attendance with the following roll call: 

Mr. Bell: Here 
Mr. Bennett: Here 
Mr. Garrett: Here 
Mr. Hayes: Here 
Mr. Montgomery: Here 
Ms. Seward: Here 
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Mr. McWilliams: Here 

Public Comment 

In accordance with Chapter 552 of the 2021 Special Session I Acts of Assembly, the Committee opened 
the floor for public comment. Mr. McWilliams noted that no members of the public registered to 
comment at the electronic meeting.  

Approve Minutes 

Upon Mr. Montgomery’s motion, with a second by Ms. Seward, the Committee approved the minutes of 
its April 19, 2021 meeting upon the following roll call vote: 

Mr. Bell: Aye 
Mr. Bennett: Aye 
Mr. Garrett: Aye 
Mr. Hayes: Aye 
Mr. Montgomery: Aye 
Ms. Seward: Aye 
Mr. McWilliams: Aye 

Discussion and Consideration of FY 2022 Agency Performance Outcomes (APOs) and Operational 
Measures 

Michael Cooper, VRS Chief Operating Officer, provided an overview of the Agency Performance 
Outcomes (APOs) and Operational Measures to the Committee. He explained that the APOs are 
considered stretch goals for the agency and the Operational Measures represent the target rates for 
day-to-day business operations. 

Mr. Cooper reported that staff is proposing the following four APOs for FY 2022: 

1. Cloud Migration 
2. Records Management Program – Phase 1 Implementation 
3. ERM Implementation 
4. Cardinal HCM Implementation 

Next, Mr. Cooper presented the sixteen proposed Operational Measures. He noted that staff continues 
to evaluate new measures for implementation in future years and will be piloting a few during the next 
year. To qualify for the gainsharing bonus, staff must successfully complete three of the four proposed 
APOs and thirteen of the sixteen proposed Operational Measures. 

Mr. Cooper concluded his presentation by providing an overview of the process of establishing the 
metrics associated with each agency goal. VRS leadership determines the subcomponents of each goal 
and the deliverables by which each can be measured. The goals and subcomponents are then confirmed 
through an assurance review by Internal Audit at the end of each fiscal year.  

Lastly, Ms. Bishop noted that future changes to the Operational Measures are expected as the agency 
continues implementation of its online retirement features.  
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Mr. McWilliams thanked Mr. Cooper for his presentation. 

The Committee then took up the following RBA for consideration: 

RBA: Approve FY 2022 APOs and Operational Measures. 

Request for Board Action: The VRS Board of Trustees approves the FY 2022 Agency Performance 
Outcomes (APOs) and Agency Operational Measures.  

Upon a motion by Mr. Montgomery, with a second by Mr. Bennett, the Committee recommended 
approval of the action to the full Board of Trustees upon the following roll call vote: 

Mr. Bell: Aye 
Mr. Bennett: Aye 
Mr. Garrett: Aye 
Mr. Hayes: Aye 
Mr. Montgomery: Aye 
Ms. Seward: Aye 
Mr. McWilliams: Aye 

Budget Update 

Barry Faison, VRS Chief Financial Officer, provided an update on the agency’s year-to-date budget 
performance. Mr. Faison explained that fiscal year-end projections continue to indicate a balance of 
approximately $9.9 million, similar to what was presented at the April meeting, which will be returned 
to the Fund as a result of planned reductions in spending due to impacts of the pandemic during FY 
2021. Mr. Faison indicated that additional details on expenditures through May will be presented at the 
Board meeting. 

Patricia Bishop, VRS Director, noted that some remaining balances were greater than in previous years 
due to the new-hire suspension that was in place for much of FY 2021. She added that since the formal 
suspension has been lifted, these numbers are expected to change as VRS evaluates new positions in 
order to meet business needs.  

Lastly, Mr. Faison introduced the agency’s new Budget and Performance Reporting Manager, Jonathan 
Farmer. Mr. Farmer joins VRS after serving as a senior program manager with the Virginia Resources 
Authority.   

Mr. McWilliams thanked Mr. Faison for his presentation. 

Other Business  

Ms. Bishop provided an update on the Return to the Office Plan to the Committee. She noted that the 
agency will remain in a remote-work status until September 7th, however, employees with supervisor 
approval may return to the building on a voluntary basis this summer. Ms. Bishop also advised that the 
Governor’s emergency order, which permitted the use of remote meetings during the COVID-19 
pandemic, is set to expire June 30, 2021 and meetings thereafter will be held in-person. 
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Ms. Bishop reported that Human Resources held multiple focus groups with staff in order to gather 
feedback on preferences and resources needed for the return-to-the-office transition. A survey 
distributed amongst staff also found that the majority of the agency felt that their managers and 
supervisors communicated effectively during the pandemic and preferred a hybrid work environment 
upon returning to the office. The Committee further discussed recruitment, retention and in-person 
collaboration as part of the return to the office planning. Ms. Bishop thanked the Committee members 
for their input and indicated that it would be considered as part of the planning process. 

Lastly, Mr. McWilliams noted the following meeting schedule: 

• Audit and Compliance Committee – June 3rd at 1:00 p.m. 
• Benefits and Actuarial Committee – June 9th at 1:00 p.m. 
• Board of Trustees – June 10th at 1:00 p.m. 

Adjournment 

Upon a motion by Mr. Montgomery, with a second by Mr. Bell, the Committee agreed to adjourn the 
meeting upon the following roll call vote: 

Mr. Bell: Aye 
Mr. Bennett: Aye 
Mr. Garrett: Aye 
Mr. Hayes: Aye 
Mr. Montgomery: Aye 
Ms. Seward: Aye 
Mr. McWilliams: Aye 

There being no further business, the meeting concluded at 10:45 a.m. 
 
 

________________________       ________________________ 

Chair                                                   Date 
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Proceeding as planned

Off plan, mitigation in place

Off plan, mitigation needed

Completed

N/S Not started

May

N/S

August

Overall Measure: 3  of 4 completed

APO Status Indicator

AGENCY PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES STATUS REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2021

September October November JuneAPO Description December January February March AprilJuly

Summary

N/S

APO #

2

4
Cardinal HCM Implementation - The Plan (Track 1), 
Agency (Track 2) and Retiree (Track 3)

Implement New myVRS Functionality - Online Retirement 
Processing                                                                             
(Measure: 4 of 6 completed)
Implement New myVRS Functionality - Payment, Health 
Insurance Maintenance                                                                           
 (Measure: 4 of 6 completed)

ERM Implementation                                                                                                                      

(Measure: 3 of 3 completed)

(Measure: 3 of 4 completed)

3

1

N/SN/SN/S

* Note: With the schedule changes adopted by the Cardinal project team, the VRS agency implementation has been delayed to October 2021 along with the Plan changes for the Release 1 agencies.  The implementation date for the Release 2 
agencies and the VRS retirees has been moved to April 2022. Accordingly, VRS is not able to fully update payroll documentation and training until the Cardinal project team resumes its training, likely after June 30, 2021. Further, VRS and its’ 
third-party vendors cannot complete all testing until after June 30, 2021, in accordance with the new project timeline. Finally, payroll processes, training and agency communications cannot be completed prior to June 30, 2021 due to the 
revised project schedule issued by the Cardinal project team.

Changes to agency performance outcomes require approval by both the Director's Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees.
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Proceeding as planned

Off plan, mitigation in place

Off plan, mitigation needed

Completed

N/S Not started

1.1 N/S

1.2

1.3

1.4 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

1.5 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

1.6 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

Complete phased ramp-up of online retirement 
processing functionality

Initiate and conduct quality monitoring for online 
retirement processing

Security penetration testing for Member Portal 
(Online Retirement) is complete

1 Implement New myVRS Functionality - Online Retirement Processing                                                                             

Complete staff and employer readiness activities, 
including staff training, for Member Portal (Online 
Retirement) 

Member Portal (Online Retirement) software is tested 
and ready for deployment

Security enhancements necessary for go-live for 
Member Portal (Online Retirement) are complete

APO # APO Description July August September May June

APO Status Indicator

AGENCY PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES STATUS REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2021

APO 1 Measure: 4 of 6 completed

APO 1

November December January February March AprilOctober

Changes to agency performance outcomes require approval by both the Director's Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees.
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Proceeding as planned

Off plan, mitigation in place

Off plan, mitigation needed

Completed

N/S Not started

2.1 N/S

2.2

2.3

2.4 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

2.5 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

2.6 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

Complete phased ramp-up of Payment/Health 
Insurance Maintenance functionality

Initiate and conduct quality monitoring for 
Payment/Health Insurance Maintenance functionality 

Security penetration testing for Payment/Health 
Insurance Maintenance is complete

December

Complete staff and employer readiness activities, 
including staff training, for Payment/Health Insurance 
Maintenance 

Payment/Health Insurance Maintenance software is 
tested and ready for deployment

October November

Implement New myVRS Functionality - Payment, Health Insurance Maintenance                                                                           

Security enhancements necessary for go-live for 
Payment/Health Insurance Maintenance are complete

July August September

APO Status Indicator

AGENCY PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES STATUS REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2021

APO 2

APO # APO Description

2

APO 2 Measure: 4 of 6 completed

January February March April May June

Changes to agency performance outcomes require approval by both the Director's Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees.
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Proceeding as planned

Off plan, mitigation in place

Off plan, mitigation needed

Completed

N/S Not started

3.1

3.2 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

3.3 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

3 ERM Implementation                                                                                                                      

APO # APO Description July

Complete risk assessment process to validate and 
prioritize risks identified in the risk portfolio

Initiate the development of the initial risk monitoring 
plan

May June

APO 3 Measure: 3 of 3 completed

November December February March AprilJanuaryAugust September October

Develop final risk response plan based on the 
outcomes of the risk assessment process

APO Status Indicator

AGENCY PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES STATUS REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2021

APO 3

Changes to agency performance outcomes require approval by both the Director's Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees.
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Proceeding as planned

Off plan, mitigation in place

Off plan, mitigation needed

Completed

N/S Not started

4.1 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

4.2 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

4.3 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

4.4 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S

* Note: With the schedule changes adopted by the Cardinal project team, the VRS agency implementation has been delayed to October 2021 along with the Plan changes for the Release 1 agencies.  The implementation date for the Release 2 
agencies and the VRS retirees has been moved to April 2022. Accordingly, VRS is not able to fully update payroll documentation and training until the Cardinal project team resumes its training, likely after June 30, 2021. Further, VRS and its’ third-
party vendors cannot complete all testing until after June 30, 2021, in accordance with the new project timeline. Finally, payroll processes, training and agency communications cannot be completed prior to June 30, 2021 due to the revised project 
schedule issued by the Cardinal project team.

January

Consistent with direction and information from the 
Cardinal project team, (1) initiate development of 
myVRS documentation related to information 
exchanges to and from the state central payroll 
system (CIPPS) and personnel management system 
(PMIS) to reflect process changes resulting from the 
implementation of the new Cardinal HCM system 
(Track 1); (2) update Human Resources processes, 
such as the position management module in 
Workforce Ready (WFR) and auto-populating 
timesheets for salaried VRS employees; and (3) 
create training videos for employee timesheets.

In accordance with the testing schedule provided by 
DOA, initiate, as applicable, test interfaces to and 
from the new Cardinal HCM system to myVRS, and 
facilitate and monitor VRS third-party vendors’ 
ongoing testing activities related to interfaces to and 
from the Cardinal HCM system. (Track 1)

Modify on-call pay policy as well as other applicable 
polices in preparation for the implementation of the 
Cardinal HCM. Initiate default timesheet formats for 
salaried employees to support the time and 
attendance reporting requirements of Cardinal. 
Consistent with DOA and Cardinal Team guidance, 
initiate the creation of or update, as appropriate, VRS 
policies and procedures, workflows, interface 
documentation and VRS signature authority to 
reflect process changes in the new Cardinal HCM 
system (Track 1, 2 and 3)

October November December

4 Cardinal HCM Implementation - The Plan (Track 1), Agency (Track 2) and Retiree (Track 3)

APO # APO Description July August September

Communicate with applicable and core VRS staff 
(Human Resources and Payroll) concerning the 
transition to the new Cardinal HCM system.  Conduct 
mock training as directed by the Cardinal team for 
Payroll and HR staff.

APO Status Indicator

AGENCY PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES STATUS REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2021

APO 4

APO 4 Measure: 3 of 4 completed

February March April May June

Changes to agency performance outcomes require approval by both the Director's Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees.
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                                                                  FISCAL YEAR 2021 OPERATIONAL MEASURES STATUS REPORT

OM # Operational Measure (OM) Description Strategic Goal
Target 
(Goal)

Current 
Status            

YTD Status 
Reporting 
Frequency

Comments

1
Timeliness of Monthly Financial 
Account Reconciliations

Percentage of monthly financial control reconciliations 
completed by last business day of the following month

Strong Financial Viability > 95.00% 100.00% 100.00% Monthly

2 Average Abandoned Call Rate
Percentage of calls to the Customer Counseling Center (CCC) 
that result in hang-ups while in the queue

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

< 7.00% 7.76% 7.82% Monthly

3
Timeliness of Response to Messages 
Received by the Customer Counseling 
Center (CCC)

Average response time to emails received by the CCC
Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

1.00 business 
days

0.41 0.39 Monthly

4
Timeliness of Monthly Retirement 
Disbursements

Percentage of monthly retirement disbursements processed no 
later than the first business day of the month

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

100.00% 100.00% 100.00% Monthly

5
Timeliness of Service Retirements 
Processed

Percentage of service retirements processed so that retiring 
members are set up to receive retirement benefits on the first 
retirement payment date for which they are eligible

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

95.00% 100.00% 99.89% Monthly

6
Accuracy of Service Retirements 
Processed

Percentage of service retirements processed for which the 
corresponding benefit payment correctly reflects the 
member's service record

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

99.00% 100.00% 99.99% Monthly

7
Timeliness of Disability Retirements 
Processed

Percentage of disability retirements processed within 30 days 
of VRS receiving notification of approval by the Medical Review 
Board

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

98.00% 100.00% 99.45% Monthly

8
Accuracy of Disability Retirements 
Processed

Percentage of disability retirements processed for which the 
corresponding benefit paid correctly reflects the member's 
service record

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

99.00% 100.00% 100.00% Monthly

9
Timeliness of Workflow 
Documentation Imaging

Percentage of workflow documents imaged within one 
business day of receipt

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

99.50% 100.00% 100.00% Monthly

10 Planned IT System Availability
Percentage of time critical systems are available during periods 
of planned availability

Superior Technological Tools that 
Enable Efficient Delivery of Service

99.50% 99.93% 99.98% Monthly

11
Timeliness of Employer Contribution 
Confirmations

Percentage of Employer Contribution Confirmation (CC) 
snapshots completed in VNAV by the end of the month in 
which they are due

Superior Technological Tools that 
Enable Efficient Delivery of Service

97.00% 100.00% 100.00% Monthly

12
Implementation of Corrective Action 
to Audit Recommendations

Percentage of audit recommendations for which VRS 
management represents that corrective action has been 
implemented by the approved target date

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

> 95.00% 100.00% 100.00% Quarterly

June-21

Current Status - All Operational Measures

On Target Off Target

0

5

10

15

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

YTD Status - All Operational Measures

On Target Off Target Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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                                                                  FISCAL YEAR 2021 OPERATIONAL MEASURES STATUS REPORT

OM # Operational Measure (OM) Description Strategic Goal
Target 
(Goal)

Current 
Status            

YTD Status 
Reporting 
Frequency

Comments

June-21

Current Status - All Operational Measures

On Target Off Target

0

5

10

15

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

YTD Status - All Operational Measures

On Target Off Target Target

13 Preventable Employee Turnover
Percentage of employees voluntarily separating VRS 
employment due to preventable experiences

Exceptional Organizational Culture and 
Work Environment

< 10.00% 0.00% 0.00% Annual

14
Cost to Administer Defined Benefit 
Plans

Annual pension administration cost for defined benefit plans, 
as compared to peer group median reported by CEM 
Benchmarking, Inc.

Strong Financial Viability
FY 2020 CEM 

Peer Cost 
Average

 $         72.00  $         72.00 Annual
Will not know FY 2020 CEM 
peer cost until spring 2021

15 Systems Security Awareness
Percentage of eligible staff who have completed security 
training in compliance with the agency's and Commonwealth's 
security policies

Continuous Improvement of Effective 
and Efficient Operations

100.00% 100.00% 100.00% Annual
Measure reported on an 
annual basis

16 Employee Professional Development
Percentage of full-time VRS administration employees 
receiving at least 8 hours of professional development

Highly Skilled and Trained Staff 85.00% 99.00% 99.00% Annual
Measure reported on an 
annual basis

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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                     Fiscal Year 2021 Operational Measures OM
1

1

2

3

June-21

Description
Percentage of monthly financial control reconciliations completed by last business day of the following 
month

Operational Measure Timeliness of Monthly Financial Account Reconciliations
Strategic Goal Strong Financial Viability

Reporting Period:

Calculation Methodology
The number of financial account reconciliations completed by the last business day of the month, divided by 
the total accounts requiring reconciliation each month.

Mitigation Strategies

Data Source
Finance Control Performance 

Report 
Target

(Performance Goal)
> 95.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Monthly

99%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Target Rationale: Accounts for potential impacts due to ongoing pandemic and 
system changes

Baseline Rationale:  5 year average = 99%

Current Reporting Month Status 100.00%

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources
Identify alternative processes to work around disruptions, and cross-
train staff for backup as needed

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit system availability

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
100.00%

Unanticipated external/internal requests for new programs that 
expand the overall number of reconciliations

Streamline process for approving and implementing new programs to 
expedite roll-out and ensure accurate reconciliation reporting

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

100.00%

85.0%

87.0%

89.0%

91.0%

93.0%

95.0%

97.0%

99.0%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Fiscal Year 2021 Operational Measures OM
2

1

2

3

Operational Measure Average Abandoned Call Rate
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Reporting Period: June-21

Description Percentage of calls to the Customer Counseling Center (CCC) that result in hang-ups while in the queue

Calculation Methodology
The number of abandoned calls (defined as a caller hanging up prior to reaching a knowledgeable person), 
divided by the total number of calls received by the CCC support teams. Average rate is calculated on a 
cumulative basis.

Monthly

Baseline
(Performance History)

6.20%

Target Rationale:  To account for anticipated high call volume due to system change 
in FY 2021 and ongoing pandemic

Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 6.2%

Customer Counseling Center 
Performance Report 

Target
(Performance Goal)

< 7.00%

Data Source Reporting Frequency

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Mitigation Strategies

7.76%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
7.82%

Regulatory or legislative changes that impact customer benefits 
and result in increased call volumes (i.e. federal tax code change)

Prepare and implement a staffing augmentation plan for times when 
additional resources are needed on short notice to react to call influxes 
due to external causes

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including system unavailability, which may cause an increase in 
call volume

Prepare a staffing augmentation plan for times when additional 
resources are needed on short notice to react to call influxes

Need for increased security requirements for accessing 
members' records in accordance with industry best practices 
which cause longer call times

Identify opportunities to expedite the requisite validation process 
while still ensuring compliance with VRS security protocols to protect 
member data

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

7.82%

0.00%

1.00%

2.00%

3.00%

4.00%

5.00%

6.00%

7.00%

8.00%

9.00%

10.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Fiscal Year 2021 Operational Measures OM
3

1

2

3

Calculation Methodology
The number of messages responded to within two business days, divided by the total number of messages 
responded to by the CCC.  Note:  In FY 2021, the CCC is expected to transition its electronic communications 
from the current traditional email platform to secure messaging conducted through myVRS.

Mitigation Strategies

Data Source
Customer Counseling Center 

Performance Report 
Target

(Performance Goal)
1.00 business days

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

1.30 business days

Monthly

Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 1.3 days

Current Reporting Month Status 0.41
YTD Status

(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 
whether target has been met)

Reporting Period:

Description Average response time to emails received by the CCC

Operational Measure Timeliness of Response to Messages Received by the Customer Counseling Center (CCC)
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

June-21

0.39

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

Historically high rate of turnover of CCC staff
Continue recruitment and retention measures to attract and retain CCC 
staff

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

Transition may occur in FY 2021 from traditional emails to secure 
messaging through the MyVRS portal

Proactively train CCC staff on the process changes that will occur when 
secure messaging is implemented

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
incluidng system outages that disable email/secure messaging 
capabilities

Prepare a staff augmentation plan for times when additional resources 
are needed to address email backlogs resulting from system outages

0.39

0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

D
ay

s

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Timeliness of Monthly Retirement Disbursements
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Reporting Period: June-21

Description
Percentage of monthly retirement disbursements processed no later than the first business day of the 
month

Calculation Methodology

The number of monthly retirement disbursements processed so that the payment date is no later than the 
first business day of the month, divided by the total number of monthly retirement disbursements that 
require processing each month. "Processed" is defined as funds having been disbursed to retirees; 
"disbursed" is defined as the funds having been paid out of the VRS account. This process requires VRS to 
submit documentation to external partners (Virginia Department of Treasury, banking partner) in sufficient 
time to meet the first business day of the month requirement. 

Monthly

100.00%

Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: 5  year average = 100%

Current Reporting Month Status

Data Source
Benefit Disbursements 

Performance Report 
Target

(Performance Goal)
100.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Dependence upon external parties who are integral to the 
process (i.e., Virginia Department of Treasury and banking 
partner)

Develop contingency plan in concert with external parties to ensure 
open lines of communication and alternate processes in the event of a 
potential delay

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
100.00%

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit ability to process and/or 
transmit fund documentation to external stakeholders

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

Sensitivity of data that requires strong controls and several levels 
of approvals; risk of staff absences or unavailability

Cross-train existing staff and ensure redundancy of staff authorized to 
approve retirements

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

100.00%

98.00%

98.50%

99.00%

99.50%

100.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Monthly

97.90%

Description
Percentage of service retirements processed so that retiring members are set up to receive retirement 
benefits on the first retirement payment date for which they are eligible

Calculation Methodology

The number of service retirement payments processed by the first payment date on which the member is 
eligible to receive retirement benefits, divided by the total number of initial payments made for the same 
time period. The "first payment date on which the member is eligible to receive retirement benefits" is 
based on the date by which VRS receives a member's retirement application that is determined by VRS to be 
complete, accurate, and ready for payment processing.  "Processed" is defined as funds having been paid to 
retirees; "disbursed" is defined as the funds having been paid out of the VRS account.

Data Source
Service Retirement Performance 

Report
Target

(Performance Goal)
95.00%

Operational Measure Timeliness of Service Retirements Processed
Reporting Period:

Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

June-21

Target Rationale:  Accounts for system conversion and ongoing pandemic Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 97.90%

Current Reporting Month Status

Mitigation StrategiesPotential Constraints to Meeting Target

100.00%
YTD Status

(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 
whether target has been met)

99.89%

Ongoing implementation of myVRS enhancements, which will 
significantly change current processes 

Provide ample opportunity for advanced training; augment staffing as 
needed to ensure adequate resources during transition

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit ability to process 
retirements

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

Sensitivity of data that requires strong controls and several levels 
of approvals; risk of staff absences or unavailability

Cross-train existing staff and ensure redundancy of staff authorized to 
approve retirements

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

99.89%

92.00%

93.00%

94.00%

95.00%

96.00%

97.00%

98.00%

99.00%

100.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Accuracy of Service Retirements Processed
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Reporting Period: June-21

Description
Percentage of service retirements processed for which the corresponding benefit payment correctly reflects 
the member's service record

Calculation Methodology

The number of service retirement applications processed and corresponding benefit paid accurately, 
divided by the total number of initial service retirement benefits processed and paid.  An accurate benefit 
payment is defined as the benefit amount correctly reflecting the member's service record. "Processed" is 
defined as funds having been paid to retirees; "paid" is defined as the funds having been paid out of the 
VRS account.

Monthly

99.00%

Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 99%

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Data Source
Service Retirement Performance 

Report
Target

(Performance Goal)
99.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Ongoing implementation of myVRS enhancements, which will 
significantly change current processes 

Provide ample opportunity for advanced training; augment staffing as 
needed to ensure adequate resources during transition

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
99.99%

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit ability to process 
retirements

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

Sensitivity of data that requires strong controls and several 
levels of approvals; risk of staff absences or unavailability

Cross-train existing staff and ensure redundancy of staff authorized to 
approve retirements

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

99.99%

97.00%

97.50%

98.00%

98.50%

99.00%

99.50%

100.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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June-21Reporting Period:

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Operational Measure Timeliness of Disability Retirements Processed
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Description
Percentage of disability retirements processed within 30 days of VRS receiving notification of approval by 
the Medical Review Board

Calculation Methodology
The number of disability retirements processed within 30 days after VRS receives notice of approval of the 
application by the Medical Review Board.  "Processed" is defined as funds having been paid to retirees; 
"paid" is defined as the funds having been paid out of the VRS account.

Data Source
Disability Retirement Performance 

Report
Target

(Performance Goal)
98.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Target Rationale:  To account for potential processing delays due to system 
conversion in FY 2021 and ongoing pandemic impacts

Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 98.80%

98.80%

Monthly

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit ability to process 
retirements

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

Sensitivity of data that requires strong controls and several 
levels of approvals; risk of staff absences or unavailability

Cross-train existing staff and ensure redundancy of staff authorized to 
approve retirements

YTD Performance History

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
99.45%

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Ongoing implementation of myVRS enhancements, which will 
significantly change current processes 

Provide ample opportunity for advanced training; augment staffing as 
needed to ensure adequate resources during transition

99.45%

95.00%

96.00%

97.00%

98.00%

99.00%

100.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 99%

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
100.00%

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

Ongoing implementation of myVRS enhancements, which will 
significantly change current processes 

Provide ample opportunity for advanced training; augment staffing as 
needed to ensure adequate resources during transition

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit ability to process 
retirements

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

Sensitivity of data that requires strong controls and several 
levels of approvals; risk of staff absences or unavailability

Cross-train existing staff and ensure redundancy of staff authorized to 
approve retirements

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

99.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Description
Percentage of disability retirements processed for which the corresponding benefit paid correctly reflects 
the member's service record

Calculation Methodology

The number of disability retirement applications processed and corresponding benefit paid accurately, 
divided by the total number of initial disability retirement benefits processed and paid.  An accurate benefit 
payment is defined as the benefit amount correctly reflecting the member's service record. "Processed" is 
defined as funds having been paid to retirees; "paid" is defined as the funds having been paid out of the 
VRS account.

Monthly

99.00%

Data Source
Disability Retirement Performance 

Report
Target

(Performance Goal)

Operational Measure Accuracy of Disability Retirements Processed
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Reporting Period: June-21

100.00%

98.40%

98.60%

98.80%

99.00%

99.20%

99.40%

99.60%

99.80%

100.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Timeliness of Workflow Documentation Imaging
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Reporting Period: June-21

Description Percentage of workflow documents imaged within one business day of receipt

Calculation Methodology
The number of documents imaged within one business day of receipt by the Imaging business unit, divided 
by the number of documents received by the Imaging unit within the same timeframe.  Currently, an average 
of 20,000 documents are imaged per month.

Monthly

Baseline
(Performance History)

99.90%

Target Rationale:  Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale:  5 year average = 99.9%

Data Source
Technology Services SLEs 

Performance Report
Target

(Performance Goal)
99.50%

Reporting Frequency

Current Reporting Month Status

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
100.00%

Dependence upon current Imaging unit staffing level to ensure 
expedient and accurate processing within the prescribed 
turnaround time

Prescribe duties that merit the continuance of the current Imaging unit 
staffing level (with respect to the anticipated transition in FY 2021 to 
online retirements that should reduce paper form intake levels) 

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit system availability

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

Staffing constraints; specific skill set required limits feasibility for 
untrained staff to produce results with same efficiency and 
effectiveness

Establish a routine cross-training program to ensure well-trained staff 
are available at all times 

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

100.00%

95.00%

95.50%

96.00%

96.50%

97.00%

97.50%

98.00%

98.50%

99.00%

99.50%

100.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Planned IT System Availability
Strategic Goal Superior Technological Tools that Enable Efficient Delivery of Service

Reporting Period: June-21

Description Percentage of time critical systems are available during periods of planned availability

Calculation Methodology

Percentage of time during which critical business systems are available for use by VRS staff and customers, 
divided by the total time for which it was planned that said systems would be available.  Critical business 
systems include: VNAV, telephone, email, internet, MyVRS, Imaging, Investments, MUNIS, Customer 
Counseling Center Cisco phone system, and remote access.  Note:  business systems deemed "critical" may 
change periodically depending on business needs or system changes (ex:  RIMS was decommissioned in 
spring 2019 and is no longer considered a critical business system as of that time).  Periods of availability are 
pre-determined based on business needs and requirements regarding routine system testing, maintenance 
and upgrades.   "Availability" is defined as being able to be used by the majority of persons for whom it is 
intended and for the majority of purposes for the system's intended use. 

Monthly

99.90%

Target Rationale:  Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 99.9%

Current Reporting Month Status

Data Source Technology Services SLEs 
Performance Report

Target
(Performance Goal)

99.50%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Mitigation Strategies

99.93%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Failure on the part of third party business partners to provide 
dependent services

Implement back-up plans (ex: different phone line)

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
99.98%

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit system availability

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

Timing of a potential system failure that limits staff resources 
available to respond immediately

Strategically plan staffing availability to address potential system 
failures in the most effective manner 

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

99.98%

98.50%

99.00%

99.50%

100.00%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Timeliness of Employer Contribution Confirmations
Strategic Goal Superior Technological Tools that Enable Efficient Delivery of Service

Reporting Period: June-21

Description
Percentage of Employer Contribution Confirmation (CC) snapshots completed in VNAV by the end of the 
month in which they are due

Calculation Methodology

The number of employer CC snapshots received by the end of the month in which they are due, divided by 
the total number of employer CC snapshots required for the same time period.  VRS works with employers 
to ensure that monthly CC snapshots are posted in a timely fashion. There are over 1,000 employers 
reporting to VRS for which CC snapshots are required on a monthly basis.

Monthly

97.60%

Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: 5  year average = 97.60%

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Data Source
Employer Reporting Contribution 
Confirmation and Payment Status 

Report
Target

(Performance Goal)
97.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Dependence on over 1,000 employers to submit their 
confirmations on time every month

Proactively communicate with employers with a focus on those with a 
history of delinquent submissions to mediate potential causes for delay

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
100.00%

Impact of ongoing pandemic on resources at the employer level 
that prevent their timely submission of CC snapshots

Proactively communicate with employers to identify potential impacts 
and assist as appropriate with the submission process

Cardinal implementation for state employers may delay timely 
submission due to additional responsibilities during Cardinal 
transition 

Provide notice to state employers of potential for delay due to Cardinal 
implementation and advise that they prepare to ensure timely report 
submission

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

100.00%

94.0%

95.0%

96.0%

97.0%

98.0%

99.0%

100.0%

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Apr-21 May-21 Jun-21

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Implementation of Corrective Action to Audit Recommendations
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Reporting Period: June-21

Description
Percentage of audit recommendations for which VRS management represents that corrective action has 
been implemented by the approved target date

Calculation Methodology

The number of audit recommendations for which VRS management has represented that corrective action 
has been implemented, divided by the total number of audit recommendations for which corrective action 
is needed as of the date the measure is calculated.  VRS management establishes target dates and provides 
periodic updates to Audit regarding whether actions have been taken. Audit tracks responses in the Audit 
Recommendation Follow-Up System (ARFUS).

Quarterly

Baseline
(Performance History)

94.00%

Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: 5  year average = 94.00%

Data Source ARFUS

Target
(Performance Goal)

> 95.00%

Reporting Frequency

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
100.00%

High cost to implement necessary corrective action
Work within existing agency allocations and, if necessary, also with 
state budgetary processes to obtain resources needed to effectuate 
corrective action

Limited staff resources to effectively implement necessary 
corrective action

Adjust allocation of staffing resources to enable corrective action 
implementation

External factors that delay ability to take necessary corrective 
action (ex: legislative mandates that redirect agency resources, 
ongoing pandemic) 

Communicate with DEC and Audit regarding possible adjustment of 
target date to accommodate timeline of when resources will be 
available

YTD Performance History

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

100.00%

90.00%

91.00%

92.00%

93.00%

94.00%

95.00%

96.00%

97.00%

98.00%

99.00%

100.00%

Q1
(July-Sept)

Q2
(Oct-Dec)

Q3
(Jan-Mar)

Q4
(Apr-Jun)

Current Status YTD Status (cumulative) Target

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Preventable Employee Turnover
Strategic Goal Exceptional Organizational Culture and Work Environment

Reporting Period: June-21

Description Percentage of employees voluntarily separating VRS employment due to preventable experiences

Calculation Methodology

The number of Administration employees who voluntarily separate from VRS employment due to 
preventable reasons, divided by the total number of Administration employees who voluntarily separate 
VRS employment, when total employee turnover exceeds 5% within the same period of time. Preventable 
turnover is determined from exit interview results, and includes substantiated reports of unsuccessful 
supervision or management, unsatisfactory work environment, insufficient resources to complete one's job 
effectively, and unavailability of training opportunities.

Annual

5.88%

Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance Baseline Rationale: FY 2019 results

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Data Source
Human Resources Department Exit 

Interview Survey Results
Target

(Performance Goal)
< 10.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Mitigation Strategies

0.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Unrealistic employee expectations regarding VRS work 
environment and responsibilities

Provide clear position descriptions and responsibilities upon hire; 
outline organization culture and expectations on a regular basis; ensure 
open communication between employees, managers and supervisors

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
0.00%

Reorganization due to myVRS enhancements may alter current 
work responsibilities for some employees

Provide clear and open communication throughout the implementation 
process; Offer sufficient training opportunities for employees tasked 
with new responsibilities

Ongoing pandemic impacts employee morale 
Continue direct outreach to employees, provide EAP resources and 
implement employee engagment activities

YTD Performance History

[Reported as an annual measure]

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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June-21
Fiscal Year 2021 Operational Measures

Reporting Period:

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

$72.00

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Annual

N/A

Mitigation Strategies

Description

CEM Benchmarking, Inc.

Calculation Methodology

Data Source

Annual pension administration cost for defined benefit plans, as compared to peer group median reported 
by CEM Benchmarking, Inc.

VRS pension administration cost per active member and annuitant for defined benefit plans as compared to 
that of its peer group, as calculated by CEM Benchmarking, Inc.  The average peer cost calculated by CEM is 
available on delay and will not be known until spring 2021. At that time the FY 2020 annual agency cost will 
be compared to the to the FY 2020 CEM peer cost to determine whether VRS's cost is lower than the peer 
average.

Lower than the FY 2020 CEM Peer 
Cost Average 

Strategic Goal
Operational Measure Cost to Administer Defined Benefit Plans

Strong Financial Viability

Target
(Performance Goal)

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

YTD Performance History

[Average Pension Administration Cost for VRS' Peer Group, as provided by CEM Benchmarking, will be known in spring 2020]

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

Significant unanticipated costs to administer pension plans due 
to external influences, including the ongoing pandemic

Work within existing agency allocations and prioritize spending plans to 
ensure administrative expenditures remain reasonable

Dependent upon expenditure patterns for the CEM Peer group 
for administrative cost average 

Maintain communications with CEM peers to stay informed on any 
spending abnormalities that may skew CEM-calculated peer costing

FY 2020 CEM cost not known until late into FY 2021 (limiting 
agency ability to react if missing target)

Proactively calculate and monitor agency administrative cost in 
anticipation of receiving the FY 2020 CEM cost; adjust agency spending 
if out of line with recent CEM peer cost averages

YTD Status
(Used at year-end to determine whether target 

has been met)
$72.00

Current Reporting Month 
Status

Target Rationale: Measuring VRS annual administrative cost for FY 2020 against the 
most current peer data as provided by CEM Benchmarking, Inc.

Baseline Rationale: N/A

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 
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Operational Measure Systems Security Awareness
Strategic Goal Continuous Improvement of Effective and Efficient Operations

Reporting Period: June-21

Description
Percentage of eligible staff who have completed security training in compliance with the agency's and 
Commonwealth's security policies

Calculation Methodology

Percentage of eligible staff who have completed the agency's annual security training, VRS User IT Security 
Policy Training ("security training"), divided by the total eligible agency staff.  Employees who join the 
agency during FY 2021 are required to complete security training within 30 days after their start date. All 
staff are required to complete the training during the annual training window.  The training provides 
information on such critical security practices as protecting sensitive data, utilizing effective passphrases, 
reviewing acceptable technology use policies, being on alert for phishing and other malpractices, and more.  
The percentage is calculated on a cumulative basis and reported annually (with the total requirement 
recalculated monthly as new staff are hired and required to obtain security training).

Annual

100.00%

Target Rationale: Maintain high security awareness Baseline Rationale:  All VRS staff completed security training in FY 2020

Current Status

Data Source
Technology Services SLEs 

Performance Report
Target

(Performance Goal)
100.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Mitigation Strategies

100.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Unavailability of the Virginia Learning Center (VLC, a non-VRS 
application) for training

Provide sufficient time for staff to obtain training within prescribed 
timeline to allow for possible VLC system unavailability

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
100.00%

Ongoing pandemic impacts processes and agency resources, 
including technology outages that limit system availability

Enact business continuity plan for technology outages

New training requirements as set-forth by the Commonwealth 
Security Policy that require changes to the prepared security 
training

Proactively coordinate with different units within VRS to ensure 
sufficient time and resources to make necessary changes to the 
prepared training

YTD Performance History

[Reported as an annual measure]

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 

17 of 18
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Fiscal Year 2021 Operational Measures OM
16

1

2

3

Operational Measure Employee Professional Development
Strategic Goal Highly Skilled and Trained Staff

Reporting Period: June-21

Description Percentage of full-time VRS administration employees receiving at least 8 hours of professional development

Calculation Methodology

The number of eligible full-time VRS administration employees who have completed at least 8 hours of 
professional development, divided by the total number of eligible full-time administration employees.  
Eligible employees are full-time administration staff hired after July 1, 2020 who are not on short- or long-
term disability or FMLA during FY 2021. Qualifying professional development includes courses designated in 
the Virginia Learning Center (VLC), as well as conferences, webinars, college or trade school classes, and any 
other professional development as approved by the Human Resources Director.  Number of hours received 
is tracked on a cumulative basis and reported quarterly.

Annual

91.30%

Target Rationale: Maintain recent performance and increased total # of hours Baseline Rationale: 5 year average = 91.32%

Current Status

Data Source Human Resources Performance 
Report 

Target
(Performance Goal)

85.00%

Reporting Frequency

Baseline
(Performance History)

Mitigation Strategies

99.00%

Potential Constraints to Meeting Target

Limited staff flexibility to obtain professional development due to 
significant staff time dedicated to implementation of myVRS 
enhancements in FY 2021

Encourage staff to plan for professional development opportunities 
before and/or after periods of time dedicated to implementation 
myVRS enhancements

YTD Status
(Cumulative; used at year-end to determine 

whether target has been met)
99.00%

Dependence on IT system availability/accessibility for trainings 
and/or time tracking

Advise staff to plan to be proactive about obtaining professional 
development and reporting their hours earned as they go

Limited progressive course availability on relevant subject matter 
area

Ongoing communication between managers and staff to expand and 
identify new learning opportunities

YTD Performance History

[Reported as an annual measure]

VRS Mission: VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.

VRS Vision: To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

Overall Measure: 13 of 16 meet or exceed target
Changes to operational measure targets and/or calculation methodologies require approval by both the Director’s Executive Committee (DEC) and the Board of Trustees. 

18 of 18
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P.O. Box 2500, Richmond, Virginia  23218-2500
Toll-free:  1-888-VARETIR (827-3847)
Website:  www.varetire.org

An Independent Agency of the Commonwealth of Virginia

Date: September 1, 2021

To: Trish Bishop, Director

From: Jennifer Schreck, Internal Audit Director

Subject: Review of 2021 Agency Performance Outcomes and Operational Measures

As part of our annual process, Internal Audit has reviewed the status of the 2021 Agency 
Performance Outcomes (APOs) and Operational Measures (OMs), as set forth by management 
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2021. The purpose of our review was to obtain reasonable, but 
not absolute assurance that the status of such outcomes and measures was fairly represented in 
management’s status reports. 

Based upon our review of available documentation and discussions with various VRS personnel, 
nothing came to our attention to cause us to question the representations set forth by 
management with respect to either the APOs or the OMs. Accordingly, we have no reason to 
believe that the APOs and OMs were not appropriately represented as satisfied for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2021.

I would like to commend the management team and staff for their accomplishments this past 
year. Please feel free to share this information with the Administration and Personnel Committee 
as well as the full Board of Trustees, as you deem appropriate.
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Request for Board Action
RBA 2021-09-____

Approve attainment of FY 2021 APOs and 
Operational Measures and corresponding lump-sum 

bonus equal to 2.5% of salary for eligible administrative 
employees and Investment Department operations and 

administration employees.

Page 1 of 2
September 21, 2021

Requested Action

The VRS Board of Trustees approves (i) the attainment of FY 2021 APOs and Operational Measures and 
(ii) a lump-sum bonus equal to 2.5% of salary for eligible administrative employees and eligible 
Investment Department operations and administration employees.

Description/Background

VRS’ Agency Performance Outcomes (APOs): The Board approves APOs for each fiscal year. Successful 
attainment of the APOs is one half of the gainsharing portion of the performance management program, 
and it is to be paid as a lump-sum bonus equal to 2.5% of salary for FY 2021, as set forth in the 
Administrative Pay Plan. The expectation is that all employees will work collaboratively and contribute 
to attaining the annual APOs. The goal is to complete four (4) of the six (6) APOs for FY2021.

VRS’ Annual Operational Measures: VRS also identifies key operational measures each year. The 
operational measures are the other part of the gainsharing portion of the performance management 
program. The goal is to meet the target for at least thirteen (13) of the sixteen (16) measures set for the 
year. Again, the expectation is that all employees will work collaboratively and contribute to 
accomplishing key functions of the agency. 

The agency achieved fifteen (15) of the sixteen (16) operational measures for FY 2021. Additionally, VRS 
successfully completed all four (4) of the FY 2021 APOs. 

Investment Department Gainsharing: The Investment Department’s operations and administration staff 
employees are eligible to receive a lump-sum bonus equal to 2.5% of salary if their performance at least 
meets expectations, as rated in their annual performance assessment, and the employee consistently 
works, as a team member, to accomplish the goals of the Investment Department. 

Cost: The approximate total cost for the 2.5% bonus payments to eligible employees is $611,410.36, to 
be paid from the FY 2022 budget.  

Rationale for Requested Action

Both the Administrative Pay Plan and the Investment Operations and Administration Staff Pay Plan 
contain gainsharing language, as outlined previously, to reward teamwork, collaboration and 
organizational results.
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RBA 2021-09-____

Page 2 of 2
September 21, 2021

Authority for Requested Action

Code of Virginia § 51.1-124.22(A)(11) authorizes the Board to establish and administer a compensation 
plan for officers and employees of the Retirement System.

The above action is approved.

_________________________________________________ ________________________________
O’Kelly E. McWilliams, III, Chair Date
VRS Board of Trustees
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Request for Board Action
RBA 2021-09-____

Approve lump-sum performance bonuses for eligible 
administrative employees and Investment Department 

operations and administration employees.

Page 1 of 1
September 21, 2021

Requested Action

The VRS Board of Trustees approves performance lump-sum bonuses for eligible administrative 
employees and eligible Investment Department operations and administration employees.

Description/Background

The Board approved the current Administrative Pay Plan and the current Investment Operations and 
Administration Staff Pay Plan on April 21, 2021. Each of the plans state: 

Subject to the approval of the VRS Board of Trustees, employees who receive an overall 
rating of “exceptional” will receive a 4% bonus and employees who receive an overall 
rating of “exceeds” will receive a 2% bonus, based on their salary as of June 30.

Cost: The approximate total cost for the FY 2021 performance bonus payments to eligible employees is 
$598,913.70, to be paid from the FY 2022 budget.  

Rationale for Requested Action

Bonus payments recognize and reward the positive contributions of individual performance that enable 
VRS to achieve and exceed its goals and objectives.

Authority for Requested Action

Code of Virginia § 51.1-124.22(A)(11) authorizes the Board to establish and administer a compensation 
plan for officers and employees of the Retirement System.

The above action is approved.

_________________________________________________ ________________________________
O’Kelly E. McWilliams, III, Chair Date
VRS Board of Trustees
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Hance West has served as both Investure's Chief Investment Officer and Co-Chief Investment 
Officer for more than a decade. Along with responsibility for the Investment Team and the 
investment process, he oversees clients' fixed income portfolios and passive investments. Prior to 
joining Investure in 2004, Hance was a Director for the University of Virginia Investment 
Management Company (UVIMCO) from 2000 to 2003. While at UVIMCO, Hance managed the 
fixed income portion of the University’s endowment fund and various operating accounts as well 
as had joint responsibility for the University’s hedge fund portfolio. He previously served as 
Executive Vice President of Portfolio Management at Dynex Capital, where he led portfolio 
management and securitization activity. Prior to working at Dynex Capital, he served as Co-Head of 
Fixed Income for Mentor Investment Group, where he was responsible for all institutional 
accounts.

Hance earned his BS in accounting from Virginia Tech and his MBA from the Simon School of 
Business at the University of Rochester. He holds the Chartered Financial Analyst designation and 
is a member of the CFA Institute. Hance currently serves on the Investment Advisory Committee of 
the Virginia Retirement System, as well as the Board of Directors of the Virginia Tech Foundation, 
where he is Chair’s the Foundation’s Board. He is also a Trustee of the Virginia Chapter of The 
Nature Conservancy and serves as Treasurer and Chair of the Finance Committee.
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Nan Leake currently serves on the Investment Advisory Committee of the Virginia 

Retirement System and the Board of VCU Investment Management Company. She also 

serves on the Advisory Board of Hodes Weill & Associates, a global capital advisory firm 

focused on the real estate and real assets investment and funds management industry.  She 

recently served on both the Board and Investment Advisory Committee of the Richmond 

Retirement System.  

Ms. Leake was previously a Partner in the Private Real Estate business unit at Partners Group, 

a global private markets investment manager with $119 billion in assets under management. 

During her decade-long tenure at Partners Group, Ms. Leake was responsible for advancing 

the firm’s real estate investment strategies and managing investor relationships. Throughout 

her career, Ms. Leake has been involved in all aspects of real estate investing, having worked 

exclusively with institutional investors to design, structure and implement their global real 

estate investment strategies. Prior to joining Partners Group, Ms. Leake was a senior 

consultant at Pension Consulting Alliance, Inc. (“PCA”), whose discretionary real estate asset 

management business was integrated into Partners Group in 2007. Before joining PCA, she 

worked at Property Investment Advisors, Inc., the Virginia Retirement System and NBS Realty 

Advisors. 

Ms. Leake is also involved with Shalom Farms, a leading grower and provider of local produce 

and food access programing in low-income communities in Richmond, Virginia.  She serves 

on the Boards of both Shalom Farms and The Maxwelton-Lachlan foundation (“TMLF”), which 

provides summer camp scholarships to needy youth.  Ms. Leake also serves on the UVA Real 

Estate Committee, a volunteer group of alumni with expertise across the real estate industry, 

championing an effort to raise significant private philanthropy to launch a formal University 

of Virginia Real Estate Center. 

Ms. Leake is active in timber investing, regenerative agriculture and land management in 

Central Virginia. She resides on her farm in Goochland County with her husband and two 

dogs. 
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Request for Board Action
RBA 2021-09-____

Reappointment of IAC Members.

Page 1 of 1
September 21, 2021

Requested Action

The Board reappoints William “Hance” West and Nancy G. Leake to the Investment Advisory Committee, 
each for a two-year term ending December 31, 2023.

Rationale for Requested Action

Mr. West and Ms. Leake currently serve on the Investment Advisory Committee (IAC) and are willing to 
be reappointed for another two-year term. Mr. West is the Chief Investment Officer and Managing 
Director of Investure, and Ms. Leake is an Advisory Partner with Partners Group (USA) Inc.

Authority for Requested Action

Code of Virginia § 51.1-124.26 requires the Board to appoint an Investment Advisory Committee to 
provide the Board with sophisticated, objective, and prudent investment advice, which will further assist 
the Board in fulfilling its fiduciary duty as trustee of the funds of the Retirement System.

The above action is approved.

_________________________________________________ ________________________________
O’Kelly E. McWilliams, III, Chair Date
VRS Board of Trustees
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Building for 
the Next Biennium
Presentation to the Administration & Personnel 
Committee
September 15, 2021
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FY 2021 Year-End
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FY 2021 Final Position

Adjusted FY 2021 
Budget

Total FY 2021 
Expenses

Final FY 2021 
Variance 

Administration

Personnel 38,113,000 32,860,000 5,253,000

Operating 28,699,000 26,848,000 1,851,000

Administration Total $66,812,000 $59,708,000 $7,104,000

Investments

Personnel 25,521,000 19,730,000 5,791,000

Operating 13,359,000 11,534,000 1,825,000

Investments Total $38,880,000 $31,264,000 $7,616,000

VRS TOTAL $105,692,000 $90,972,000 $14,720,000

3
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FY 2021 Final Position

$6.8 Pandemic-related hiring freeze

$3.8 Investments bonuses less than budgeted amount

$0.5 Position vacancies

$3.3 Actual non-personnel expenses lower than anticipated

$0.3 No Retirement Commission expenditures in FY 2021

$14.7 To be returned to the Trust Fund

Breakdown of FY 2021 Year-End Balance
(in millions)

4
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FY2022
Budget Update
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FY 2022 Budget Update through 7/31/21

Current Budget
A

YTD Expenses
through 
7/31/21

B

Projected 
Remaining 
Expenses1

C

Total Projected 
Expenses

B + C

Projected 
Variance 
Favorable/ 

(Unfavorable)
A - (B + C)

ADMINISTRATION

Personnel 38,652,000 2,911,000 34,243,000 37,154,000 1,498,000

Operating 26,939,000 686,000 25,249,000 25,935,000 1,004,000

Administration Total 65,591,000 3,597,000 59,492,000 63,089,000 2,502,000

INVESTMENTS

Personnel 26,001,000 1,422,000 23,820,000 24,700,000 759,000

Operating 14,511,000 613,000 13,082,000 12,450,000 816,000

Investments Total 40,512,000 2,035,000 36,902,000 38,937,000 1,575,000

VRS TOTAL $106,103,000 $5,632,000 $96,394,000 $102,026,000 4,077,000

6

1. Projected remaining expenses are best estimates as of a point in time and 
are subject to change
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FY 2023-2024
Proposed Budgets
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Proposed Decision Packages 

FY 2023 FY 2024 Positions 
Complete Successful Cloud Migration 919,000 2,014,600 0

Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture 
and Engagement

20,000 745,000 0

Fortify Cybersecurity and Fraud Prevention 
Measures

1,830,112 1,527,112 2

Promote Superior Investment Governance 2,820,533 2,520,533 1

Ensure Long-Term Financial Health 1,302,512 1,302,512 2

Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data 
Analysis

1,352,512 1,352,512 2

Optimize Member, Retiree and Employer 
Outreach

1,091,218 1,186,633 10

Transform Business Models 1,201,080 2,599,080 2

TOTAL VRS $10,536,967 $13,247,982 19
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Decision Package 1

9

Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
EOL Hardware Replacement 744,000             839,600             0
Secondary Backup Solution 175,000             175,000             0
Transition to Cloud Environment -                           1,000,000         0

Total 919,000$      2,014,600$   0

Complete Successful Cloud Migration

• Continuation of cloud migration initiative to enhance service delivery and provide 
greater operational efficiencies

• Upgrade current datacenter hardware, which reaches end-of-life during next 
biennium

• Allows VRS to simultaneously update hardware and convert it to serve as a 
secondary backup to the cloud

• Migrate to a steady state of operations within the cloud in FY24
• Costs are one time and include project management services and post-
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-		-		-		-				Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000				HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000

		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000				IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-				Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		6		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300				Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		7		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182				HR Information System		150,000		1,835,000		282,206

		7		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000				ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		7		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000				Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		7		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-				VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000				IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000				Senior IT Auditor		100,000		100,000		100,000

		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		9		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		9		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		9		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   11,069,900		$   6,473,295



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,855,673		$   9,259,068





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		6		845,218		940,633		920,633		920,633		920,633		920,633

		7		302,073		1,700,073		408,973		422,068		435,818		450,255

		8		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007

		9		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				7		Transform Business Models

				8		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224																						Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851																						VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Transform Business Models		$   2,002,146

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Update Technology Policies & Procedures		$   1,585,000

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Employer Relations Representative		227,988

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Transform Business Models		7		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		7		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		7		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		PMO		1,385,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		Senior IT Auditor		200,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,822,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   24,293,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,068













Total	

Bolster Agency Security	Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	Update Technology Policies 	&	 Procedures	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	3357224	2933600	1058382	2705024	1810851	2002146	1585000	2605024	5341066	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		1

		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   166,691		$   891,691		1

		Bolster Agency Security

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		$   400,000		$   400,000		0

		Quantitative Developers		502,513		502,513		2

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   302,073		$   1,700,073		1

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0



		Total		$   899,007		$   899,007		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,437,659		$   13,148,674		17





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
HR Training & Development 20,000$             20,000$             0
IAM Solution -                           725,000             0

Total 20,000$        745,000$      0

Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement

• Supports the agency’s related strategic plan goal

• Enhances staff development and bench strength through personalized training

• Provides a comprehensive and streamlined onboarding process for all agency employees

• Update the Identity Access Management (IAM) process, including role-based security, 
utilizing a highly-integrated IAM platform as part of the agency’s transition to the cloud

• Estimated to produce savings of approximately $20,000 per year
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-		-		-		-				Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000				HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000

		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000				IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-				Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		6		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300				Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		7		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182				HR Information System		150,000		1,835,000		282,206

		7		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000				ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		7		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000				Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		7		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-				VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000				IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000				Senior IT Auditor		100,000		100,000		100,000

		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		9		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		9		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		9		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   11,069,900		$   6,473,295



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,855,673		$   9,259,068





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		6		845,218		940,633		920,633		920,633		920,633		920,633

		7		302,073		1,700,073		408,973		422,068		435,818		450,255

		8		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007

		9		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				7		Transform Business Models

				8		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224																						Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851																						VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Transform Business Models		$   2,002,146

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Update Technology Policies & Procedures		$   1,585,000

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Employer Relations Representative		227,988

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Transform Business Models		7		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		7		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		7		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		PMO		1,385,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		Senior IT Auditor		200,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,822,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   24,293,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,068













Total	

Bolster Agency Security	Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	Update Technology Policies 	&	 Procedures	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	3357224	2933600	1058382	2705024	1810851	2002146	1585000	2605024	5341066	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   20,000		$   745,000		0



		Bolster Agency Security

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		$   400,000		$   400,000		0

		Quantitative Developers		502,513		502,513		2

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   302,073		$   1,700,073		1

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0



		Total		$   899,007		$   899,007		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,290,968		$   13,001,983		16





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Decision Package 3

11

Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
Cloud Security Platform 669,105$           594,105$           1
Incident Response & Forensics Office 359,007             338,007             1
Managed Security Endpoint Program 287,000             195,000             0
Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition 515,000             400,000             0

Total 1,830,112$   1,527,112$   2

Fortify Cybersecurity and Fraud Prevention Measures

• Addresses inherent security risks of operating in a cloud-based environment by identifying and closing 
potential security weaknesses

• Upgrades incident response and forensic capabilities
• New equipment, software, and FTE to oversee in-house duties
• Incident Response and Remediation retainer service to augment internal capabilities

• Provides fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service to monitor, evaluate, detect, prevent and 
remediate behaviors which may indicate a security event

• Creates savings beginning in FY24 by eliminating multiple licensing costs

• Enhances fraud detection and analysis to assist in protecting member information through a voice 
recognition platform
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-		-		-		-				Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000				HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000

		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000				IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-				Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		6		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300				Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		7		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182				HR Information System		150,000		1,835,000		282,206

		7		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000				ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		7		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000				Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		7		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-				VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000				IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000				Senior IT Auditor		100,000		100,000		100,000

		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		9		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		9		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		9		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   11,069,900		$   6,473,295



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,855,673		$   9,259,068





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		6		845,218		940,633		920,633		920,633		920,633		920,633

		7		302,073		1,700,073		408,973		422,068		435,818		450,255

		8		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007

		9		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				7		Transform Business Models

				8		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224																						Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851																						VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Transform Business Models		$   2,002,146

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Update Technology Policies & Procedures		$   1,585,000

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Employer Relations Representative		227,988

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Transform Business Models		7		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		7		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		7		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		PMO		1,385,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		Senior IT Auditor		200,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,822,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   24,293,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,068













Total	

Bolster Agency Security	Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	Update Technology Policies 	&	 Procedures	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	3357224	2933600	1058382	2705024	1810851	2002146	1585000	2605024	5341066	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		1

		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   166,691		$   891,691		1

		Fortify Cybersecurity and Fraud Prevention Measures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		$   400,000		$   400,000		0

		Quantitative Developers		502,513		502,513		2

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   302,073		$   1,700,073		1

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0



		Total		$   899,007		$   899,007		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,437,659		$   13,148,674		17





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Decision Package 4

12

Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
Senior Investment Accountant 120,533$           120,533$           1
Cash Management System 300,000             300,000             0
Investments Tech Support 2,100,000         1,800,000         0
Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement 300,000             300,000             0

Total 2,820,533$   2,520,533$   1

Promote Superior Investment Governance

• Supports strategic plan goal to “Ensure well-governed and financially sound trusts 
and funds within our care”

• Provides an additional investment accountant and a new cash management system 
to enhance internal controls 

• Provides specialized expertise to better ensure system functionality and 
development

• Calculates margin requirements for non-cleared derivatives in accordance with 
international regulations Page 47 of 79


10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-		-		-		-				Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000				HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000

		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000				IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-				Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		6		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300				Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		7		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182				HR Information System		150,000		1,835,000		282,206

		7		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000				ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		7		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000				Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		7		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-				VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000				IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000				Senior IT Auditor		100,000		100,000		100,000

		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		9		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		9		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		9		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   11,069,900		$   6,473,295



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,855,673		$   9,259,068





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		6		845,218		940,633		920,633		920,633		920,633		920,633

		7		302,073		1,700,073		408,973		422,068		435,818		450,255

		8		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007

		9		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				7		Transform Business Models

				8		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224																						Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851																						VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Transform Business Models		$   2,002,146

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Update Technology Policies & Procedures		$   1,585,000

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Employer Relations Representative		227,988

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Transform Business Models		7		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		7		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		7		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		PMO		1,385,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		Senior IT Auditor		200,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,822,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   24,293,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,068













Total	

Bolster Agency Security	Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	Update Technology Policies 	&	 Procedures	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	3357224	2933600	1058382	2705024	1810851	2002146	1585000	2605024	5341066	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		1

		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   166,691		$   891,691		1

		Bolster Agency Security

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Superior Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investment Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		$   400,000		$   400,000		0

		Quantitative Developers		502,513		502,513		2

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   302,073		$   1,700,073		1

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0



		Total		$   899,007		$   899,007		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,437,659		$   13,148,674		17





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Decision Package 5

13

Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
Internal Equity Strategy 401,256$           401,256$           1
Portfolio Intelligence Strategy 401,256             401,256             1
Data Feeds 500,000             500,000             0

Total 1,302,512$   1,302,512$   2

Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

• Moves external investment strategies in-house
• Anticipated to save approximately 0.5% in fees for each investment strategy
• Savings anticipated to increase as portfolio grows

• Provides data feeds and related information to help investment staff make better-
informed decisions in a more timely manner
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-		-		-		-				Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000				HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000

		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000				IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-				Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		6		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300				Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		7		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182				HR Information System		150,000		1,835,000		282,206

		7		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000				ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		7		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000				Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		7		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-				VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000				IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000				Senior IT Auditor		100,000		100,000		100,000

		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		9		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		9		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		9		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   11,069,900		$   6,473,295



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,855,673		$   9,259,068





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		6		845,218		940,633		920,633		920,633		920,633		920,633

		7		302,073		1,700,073		408,973		422,068		435,818		450,255

		8		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007

		9		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				7		Transform Business Models

				8		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224																						Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851																						VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Transform Business Models		$   2,002,146

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Update Technology Policies & Procedures		$   1,585,000

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Employer Relations Representative		227,988

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Transform Business Models		7		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		7		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		7		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		PMO		1,385,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		Senior IT Auditor		200,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,822,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   24,293,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,068













Total	

Bolster Agency Security	Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	Update Technology Policies 	&	 Procedures	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	3357224	2933600	1058382	2705024	1810851	2002146	1585000	2605024	5341066	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		1

		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   166,691		$   891,691		1

		Bolster Agency Security

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		$   400,000		$   400,000		0

		Quantitative Developers		502,513		502,513		2

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   302,073		$   1,700,073		1

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0



		Total		$   899,007		$   899,007		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,437,659		$   13,148,674		17





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Decision Package 6

14

Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
Quantitative Developers 502,512$           502,512$           2
IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 400,000             400,000             0
Contractors 450,000             450,000             0

Total 1,352,512$   1,352,512$   2

Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

• Enhances investments’ ability to review and inventory its tools and systems

• Provides for quantitative developers to identify tools and systems, and upgrade, 
expand, or replace as applicable

• Ensures investment data tools and systems are up-to-date to efficiently optimize the 
analysis process, leading to better-informed investment decisions
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-		-		-		-				Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		-

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000				HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		$   20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000

		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000				IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-				Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		6		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300				Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		7		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182				HR Information System		150,000		1,835,000		282,206

		7		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000				ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		7		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000				Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		7		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-				VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000				IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000				Senior IT Auditor		100,000		100,000		100,000

		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		9		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		9		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		9		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   11,069,900		$   6,473,295



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,855,673		$   9,259,068





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		6		845,218		940,633		920,633		920,633		920,633		920,633

		7		302,073		1,700,073		408,973		422,068		435,818		450,255

		8		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007		899,007

		9		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				7		Transform Business Models

				8		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224																						Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851																						VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Transform Business Models		$   2,002,146

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Update Technology Policies & Procedures		$   1,585,000

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		5		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Employer Relations Representative		227,988

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		6		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Transform Business Models		7		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		7		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		7		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		7		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		PMO		1,385,000

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures		8		Senior IT Auditor		200,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		9		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,822,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   24,293,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,068













Total	

Bolster Agency Security	Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	Update Technology Policies 	&	 Procedures	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	3357224	2933600	1058382	2705024	1810851	2002146	1585000	2605024	5341066	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		1

		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   166,691		$   891,691		1

		Bolster Agency Security

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Quantitative Developers		$   502,512		$   502,512		2

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		400,000		400,000		0

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,512		$   1,352,512		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   302,073		$   1,700,073		1

		Update Technology Policies & Procedures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0



		Total		$   899,007		$   899,007		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		17





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Decision Package 7

15

• Provides new tools, software and equipment to enhance the agency website and content

• Enhances customer service through new tools for employer and member representatives

• Increases resources to gather and evaluate member, retiree and employer satisfaction

• Supports back-office assistance for customer service programs

Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
Video Outreach Upgrades 17,500$             20,000$             0
Web Team Support Software 6,300                  6,300                  0
Employer Relations Representative 113,994             113,994             1
New Tablets and Kiosks 28,000               20,000               0
Customer Satisfaction Survey 150,000             150,000             0
Health Benefits Specialist 107,454             107,454             1
VSDP Account Representative -                           100,915             1
Beneficiary Payments Analyst 96,991               96,991               1
Benefits Maintenance Analyst 96,991               96,991               1
Technical Writers 227,988             227,988             2
Retiree Counseling Representatives 246,000             246,000             3

Total 1,091,218$   1,186,633$   10

Optimize Member, Retiree and Employer Outreach
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0				Chief DEI Officer		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		7		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		7		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		7		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		7		Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000				Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000

		7		Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000				Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000

		7		Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000				Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000

		8		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

				Total Personnel		$   2,784,167		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082				Total Personnel		$   2,784,167		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operational																Operating										Operational

		1		Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -				Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		5		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		5		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294				Investment Contractors		$   450,000		$   450,000		$   450,000

		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000														IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-														Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		7		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300														Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000														New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000														Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		8		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182														HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		282,206

		8		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000														ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		8		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000														Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		8		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-														VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000														IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000														IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132														Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294



				Total Initiatives		$   10,536,967		$   13,247,982		$   9,237,532		$   9,315,465		$   9,397,294		$   9,483,214														Total Initiatives		$   10,536,967		$   13,247,982		$   9,358,376





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		20,000		745,000		256,250		268,063		280,466		293,489

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		6		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		7		1,091,218		1,186,633		1,166,633		1,166,633		1,166,633		1,166,633

		8		1,201,080		2,599,080		1,307,980		1,321,075		1,334,825		1,349,262

		Grand Total		10,536,967		13,247,982		9,237,532		9,315,465		9,397,294		9,483,214





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

				7		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				8		Transform Business Models																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										1																								Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										2																								Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   765,000																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										3																								VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										4

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000										5

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512										6

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000										7

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Employer Relations Representative		227,988										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   2,031,851

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		ER Rep. Scheduling Software												8

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000										Transform Business Models		$   3,800,160

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500										Grand Total		$   23,538,949

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Retiree Counseling Reps		246,000

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024

		Transform Business Models		8		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		8		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		8		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Transform Business Models		8		PMO		1,598,014

		Transform Business Models		8		IT Audit Support		200,000												FY21-22		FY23-24

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,669,249

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,115,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   23,784,949

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,358,376













Total	

Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Bolster Agency Security	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	2933600	765000	3357224	5341066	2605024	2705024	2031851	3800160	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   20,000		$   745,000		0

		Fortify Cybersecurity and Fraud Prevention Measures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Superior Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Quantitative Developers		$   502,513		$   502,513		2

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		400,000		400,000		0

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree and Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2

		Retiree Counseling Representatives		246,000		246,000		3



		Total		$   1,091,218		$   1,186,633		10

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   1,201,080		$   2,599,080		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,536,968		$   13,247,983		19





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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• Replaces multiple, integrated systems with one holistic HRIS system
• Creates savings by eliminating multiple licenses
• Reduces hours needed by centralizing functions to a single platform

• Creates a records Management Office to effectively and efficiently manage the agency’s records 
retention program

• Provides a risk management dashboard to support the agency’s ERM program
• Establishes a project management office, consisting of a project manager and contractors, to 

prioritize projects, instill PM best practices, and complete projects on time and on budget
• Improves technology process documentation, as well as knowledge capture and transfer
• Offers external audit support for reviewing increasingly complex IT processes and systems
• Supports first phase of upgrades to VNAV

Initiative FY23 Cost FY24 Cost Positions
HR Info System 150,000$           1,128,000$       0
Records Management Office 137,073             132,073             1
ERM Dashboard 15,000               15,000               0
Project Management Office 799,007$           799,007$           1
IT Audit Support 100,000             100,000             0
VNAV Next Gen -                           425,000             0

Total 1,201,080$   2,599,080$   2
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operating										Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -				Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		5		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		5		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294				Investment Contractors		$   450,000		$   450,000		$   450,000

		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000														IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-														Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		7		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300														Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000														New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000														Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		8		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182														HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		282,206

		8		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000														ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		8		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000														Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		8		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-														VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000														IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000														IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132														Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905														Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,259,067





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		6		1,493,418		1,594,333		1,594,333		1,594,333		1,594,333		1,594,333

		7		328,873		323,373		303,373		303,373		303,373		303,373

		8		1,074,007		2,472,007		1,180,907		1,194,002		1,207,752		1,222,189

		9		502,512		502,512		502,512		502,512		502,512		502,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

				7		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				8		Transform Business Models																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										1																								Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										2																								Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										3																								VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										4

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										5

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000										6

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512										7

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Employer Relations Representative		227,988										8

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000										Transform Business Models		$   3,587,146

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024

		Transform Business Models		8		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		8		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		8		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Transform Business Models		8		PMO		1,385,000												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Transform Business Models		8		IT Audit Support		200,000

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,115,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   23,586,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,067













Total	

Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Bolster Agency Security	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	2933600	1058382	3357224	5341066	2605024	2705024	1810851	3587146	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		1

		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   166,691		$   891,691		1

		Bolster Agency Security

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Quantitative Developers		$   502,513		$   502,513		2

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		400,000		400,000		0

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   1,201,080		$   2,599,080		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,437,659		$   13,148,674		17





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Total Costs

17

$2,933,600 

$765,000 

$3,357,224 

$5,341,066 $2,605,024 

$2,705,024 

$2,277,851 

$3,800,160 

Two-Year Cost of Decision Packages

1 Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration 2 Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement

3 Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures 4 Promote Superior Investment Governance

5 Ensure Long-Term Financial Health 6 Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

7 Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach 8 Transform Business Models Page 52 of 79
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VRS Cost: External Benchmarking

VRS’ FY 2020 total pension 
administration cost (most 

recent CEM survey) of $72 
per active member and 

annuitant was 
$33 below the peer 

average of $105

19

Source: 2020 CEM Benchmarking Inc. Analysis for the 
Virginia Retirement System, Executive Summary p. 6
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VRS Cost and Service: External 
Benchmarking

20
Source: 2020 CEM Benchmarking Inc. Analysis for the 
Virginia Retirement System, Executive Summary p. 15Page 55 of 79
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Total Requests

23

FY23-24 Initiatives FY23 FY24  FY25-FY28 
(Avg.) 

Personnel
Cloud Security Engineer 244,105          244,105          244,105          
IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer 199,007          199,007          199,007          
Senior Investments Accountant 120,533          120,533          120,533          
Investment Officer (IE) 251,256          251,256          251,256          
Investment Officer (PI) 251,256          251,256          251,256          
Quantitative Developer 251,256          251,256          251,256          
Quantitative Developer 251,256          251,256          251,256          
Employer Relations Representative 113,994          113,994          113,994          
Technical Writer 113,994          113,994          113,994          
Technical Writer 113,994          113,994          113,994          
Benefits Mainteance Analyst 96,991            96,991            96,991            
Health Benefits Specialist 107,454          107,454          107,454          
VSDP Account Representative -                       100,915          100,915          
Beneficiary Payments Analyst 96,991            96,991            96,991            
Retiree Counseling Representative 82,000            82,000            82,000            
Retiree Counseling Representative 82,000            82,000            82,000            
Retiree Counseling Representative 82,000            82,000            82,000            
Records Management Officer 127,073          127,073          127,073          
Project Manager 199,007          199,007          199,007          
Total Personnel 2,784,167$    2,885,082$    2,885,082$    
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0				Chief DEI Officer		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		7		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		7		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		7		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		7		Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000				Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000

		7		Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000				Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000

		7		Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000		82,000				Retiree Counseling Representative		82,000		82,000		82,000

		8		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

				Total Personnel		$   2,784,167		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082				Total Personnel		$   2,784,167		$   2,885,082		$   2,885,082



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operational																Operating										Operational

		1		Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -				Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		5		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		5		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294				Investment Contractors		$   450,000		$   450,000		$   450,000

		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000														IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-														Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		7		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300														Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000														New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000														Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		8		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182														HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		282,206

		8		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000														ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		8		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000														Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		8		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-														VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000														IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000														IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132														Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294



				Total Initiatives		$   10,536,967		$   13,247,982		$   9,237,532		$   9,315,465		$   9,397,294		$   9,483,214														Total Initiatives		$   10,536,967		$   13,247,982		$   9,358,376





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Superior Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

				7		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				8		Transform Business Models																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000

		Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										1																								Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										2																								Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   765,000																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Promote Superior Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										3																								VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Superior Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Fortify Cybersecurity & Fraud Prevention Measures		$   3,357,224

		Promote Superior Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										4

		Promote Superior Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Superior Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000										5

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512										6

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000										7

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Employer Relations Representative		227,988										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   2,031,851

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		ER Rep. Scheduling Software												8

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000										Transform Business Models		$   3,800,160

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500										Grand Total		$   23,538,949

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Retiree Counseling Reps		246,000

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024

		Transform Business Models		8		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		8		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		8		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Transform Business Models		8		PMO		1,598,014

		Transform Business Models		8		IT Audit Support		200,000												FY21-22		FY23-24

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,669,249

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,115,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   23,784,949

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,358,376













Total	

Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Fortify Cybersecurity 	&	 Fraud Prevention Measures	Promote Superior Investment Governance	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	2933600	765000	3357224	5341066	2605024	2705024	2031851	3800160	





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		20,000		745,000		256,250		268,063		280,466		293,489

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		6		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		7		1,091,218		1,186,633		1,166,633		1,166,633		1,166,633		1,166,633

		8		1,201,080		2,599,080		1,307,980		1,321,075		1,334,825		1,349,262

		Grand Total		10,536,967		13,247,982		9,237,532		9,315,465		9,397,294		9,483,214





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   20,000		$   745,000		0

		Fortify Cybersecurity and Fraud Prevention Measures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Superior Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Quantitative Developers		$   502,513		$   502,513		2

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		400,000		400,000		0

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2

		Retiree Counseling Representatives		246,000		246,000		3



		Total		$   1,091,218		$   1,186,633		10

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   1,201,080		$   2,599,080		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,536,968		$   13,247,983		19





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Total Requests

24

FY23-24 Initiatives FY23 FY24  FY25-FY28 
(Avg.) 

Operational
Hardware Replacement 744,000$       839,600$       -$                     
Cloud Completion/2nd Backup 175,000          1,175,000      197,996          
HR Training & Development 20,000            20,000            20,000            
IAM Solution -                       725,000          254,567          
Voice Recognition Software 515,000          400,000          254,567          
Cloud Security Infrastructure 425,000          350,000          339,422          
Incidence Response Forensics 160,000          139,000          130,112          
Managed Security Endpoint Program 287,000          195,000          220,625          
NC Derivatives Margin Req 300,000          300,000          300,000          
Investments Tech Support 2,100,000      1,800,000      1,627,500      
Cash Management System 300,000          300,000          300,000          
Fixed Income Data Feeds 300,000          300,000          300,000          
Internal Equity Strategy 150,000          150,000          150,000          
Global Eqity Data Feeds 200,000          200,000          200,000          
Portfolio Intelligence 150,000          150,000          150,000          
Total Operational 7,752,800$    10,362,900$ 6,473,294$    
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691				Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		$   146,691

		7		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		6		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		6		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		6		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		6		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

		9		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		9		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773				Total Personnel		$   2,684,858		$   2,785,773		$   2,785,773



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operating																Operational										Operating

		1		Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -				Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		5		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		5		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294				Investment Contractors		$   450,000		$   450,000		$   450,000

		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000														IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-														Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		7		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300														Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000														New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000														Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		8		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182														HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		282,206

		8		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000														ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		8		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000														Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		8		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-														VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000														IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000														IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132														Total Operating		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294



				Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,138,223		$   9,216,156		$   9,297,985		$   9,383,905														Total Initiatives		$   10,437,658		$   13,148,673		$   9,259,067





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		166,691		891,691		402,941		414,754		427,157		440,180

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		6		1,493,418		1,594,333		1,594,333		1,594,333		1,594,333		1,594,333

		7		328,873		323,373		303,373		303,373		303,373		303,373

		8		1,074,007		2,472,007		1,180,907		1,194,002		1,207,752		1,222,189

		9		502,512		502,512		502,512		502,512		502,512		502,512

		Grand Total		10,437,658		13,148,673		9,138,223		9,216,156		9,297,985		9,383,905





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

				7		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				8		Transform Business Models																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		Chief DEI Officer		293,382																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										1																								Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										2																								Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   1,058,382																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										3																								VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										4

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										5

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000										6

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512										7

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,810,851

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Employer Relations Representative		227,988										8

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		ER Rep. Scheduling Software		25,000										Transform Business Models		$   3,587,146

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000										Grand Total		$   23,398,317

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024

		Transform Business Models		8		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		8		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		8		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Transform Business Models		8		PMO		1,385,000												FY21-22		FY23-24

		Transform Business Models		8		IT Audit Support		200,000

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,470,631

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,115,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   23,586,331

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,259,067













Total	

Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Bolster Agency Security	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	2933600	1058382	3357224	5341066	2605024	2705024	1810851	3587146	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Chief DEI Officer		$   146,691		$   146,691		1

		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   166,691		$   891,691		1

		Bolster Agency Security

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Quantitative Developers		$   502,513		$   502,513		2

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		400,000		400,000		0

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   1,201,080		$   2,599,080		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,437,659		$   13,148,674		17





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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Total Requests

25

FY23-24 Initiatives FY23 FY24  FY25-FY28 
(Avg.) 

Operational
Investment Contractors 450,000$       450,000$       450,000$       
IDS Data Infrastructure 400,000          400,000          400,000          
Video Outreach Upgrades 17,500            20,000            -                       
Web Team Support Software 6,300              6,300              6,300              
New Kiosks & Tablets for Members 28,000            20,000            20,000            
Customer Satisfaction Survey 150,000          150,000          150,000          
HR Information System 150,000          1,128,000      282,206          
ERM Software 15,000            15,000            15,000            
Record Retention 10,000            5,000              5,000              
VNAV Next Gen -                       425,000          -                       
IT Contractors 600,000          600,000          600,000          
IT Audit Solution 100,000          100,000          100,000          
Total Operational 7,752,800$    10,362,900$ 6,473,294$    

Total Initiatives 10,536,967$ 13,247,982$ 9,358,376$    
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10100 - Chief DEI

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		10100 - DIRECTOR'S OFFICE								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Creation of a Chief Diversity Inclusion and Equity Officer position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Chief Diversity Equity and Inclusion Officer Full-time		146,691		146,691

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		146,691		146,691		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This position would coordinate DEI efforts across agency busines units.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has always valued diversity, and remains cognizant of its impacts both internally and externally. Internally, we promote employee engagement by honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting the principles of DEI.  Externally, we strive to improvement communication and engagment outcomes by providing education, training, outreach and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members, retirees and employers. This position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS delivers retirement and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees.  Diversity, equity and inclusion are at our core, and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values.  Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We know that different ideas, identiities, perspectives, and backgrounds generate stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results.  We believe in creating an enviroment that reflects the communiteis we serve and whre everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.  This position would further enhance our efforts in these areas, and is directly tied to our strategic plan..















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as is





















12100 - Records Retention

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Jillian Sherman



		Request Title:		Records Management Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		10,000		5,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Records Management Officer Full-time		127,073		127,073

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		127,073		127,073		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is taking a holistic review of its records management process to identify opportunities for enhancements. More specifically, VRS needs a way to convert historically and program relevant paper documents into electronic documents so that the paper copies can be disposed of and so that important knowledge captured in agency and program historical documents can be protected, preserved, searched, and retrieved. Further, the agency requires a solution that allows for an efficient way to capture current and future documents in an electronic format that meets retention requirements and avoids the ineffective components of the current practice.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		There is no agency wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency. Note that while the project has been ranked as a "new initiative", records retention and destruction is statutorily required in accordance with Library of Virginia and VRS-specific document retention schedules. Further, this would assist with creating a coordinated, agency-wide knowledge base that is widely accessible to agency employees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request primarily relates to Goal 4: Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery, but is also related to Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health (specifically #4- improve business policy, process documentation, and knowledge transfer) and to Goal 5: Technology Infrastructure. The current status of the project puts important agency historical and program knowledge at risk of loss due to fire, deterioration, or other inadvertent destruction, as well as the loss of institutional knowledge. Over time, more than 16,000 documents were stored in the "Donna Blatecky Library" prior to the building remodel. None of the documents were categorized, succesfully indexed, consistently organized or evaluated for records retention requirements.  Very few, if any, employees were aware of what documents were stored in the library, or even how to access them. Beginning in 2016, all documents were packed up with the intent to convert them to electronic documents, which would become the offical record, allowing the paper copy to be discarded. See below for attempts to correct this issue. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		We started a version of this project in 2016. Althought funds were available, it was determined that an RFP was not an option at the time. In consultation with IT and the SharePoint product manager, the Policy department and the Imaging unit attempted to complete the project in house on an as-available basis, using P-14s and interns to pack up, scan, and index the electronic documents in SharePoint. After completing all the scanning, it was determined that SharePoint could not handle the volume of records in the manner they had been uploaded.  Over the past two years we have attempted to correct this, but are unable to manage the correction within Policy with current equipment and staffing. Currently, all documents that were stored in the Blatecky Library are packed in cardboard boxes and stored in the office across from the Director's office. 





















12100 - ERM Software

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		12100 - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER								Prepared by:		Michael Cooper



		Request Title:		ERM Software



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				3. Nice to do / Results in efficiencies



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		15,000		15,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		VRS is in the final phase of implementing its ERM program. ERM provides many benefits to the organization, including tracking risk across the agency. Utlizing an ERM dashboarding software application will enable VRS to monitor its risk indicators in an efficient manner by providing up to date information in a format consistent with industry best practices.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		At present, there is no dashboard for tracking the agency's key risk indicators and associated monitoring activities. As the ERM program implementation is finalized and the agency moves to expand its program, an ERM dashboard will be valuable in monitoring key risk indicators.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		As described above, the implementation of an ERM dashboard will support the agency's goal of digital transformation. It also aligns with the goal of organizational strength. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		If the agency does not acquire an existing ERM software application, it could alternatively develop its own inhouse. This could be done using Excel or SharePoint. This will require additional human capital and will likely be a more manual process, similar to the existing APO and operational measure dashboard prcoesses. 





















20100 - IT Auditor

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		20100 - INTERNAL AUDIT								Prepared by:		Jennifer Schreck



		Request Title:		Enhance Information Technology Audit Capabilities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Internal Auditor - Information Technology Full-time		153,231		153,231

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		153,231		153,231		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Requesting the addition of a FTE for the Internal Audit Department to support information technology audit requirements. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Commonwealth of Virginia's Information Technology Resource Management Standard SEC501 lays out specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies. VRS' information technology environment and security needs continue to expand and grow in complexity.  VRS' most recent enhanced internal risk assessment over its environment and systems has increased the number of sensitive systems identified.  These senstitive systems are expected to continue to grow in complexity, if not also in number, with the Commonwealth's move towards cloud-based hosting.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		In addition to supporting SEC501 compliance, the Board of Trustees has tasked the Internal Audit Department with providing assurances over agency operations based on ongoing risk assessments.  While existing resources could be re-deployed to focus on the mandated SEC501 audits, it would be to the detriment of the Department's ability to provide assurances over other areas of the organization. We have already seen a shift in the allocation of resources across various projects with dramatic increase in IT projects and decrease in operational audits. In addition, by adding this resource we will be able to re-align existing resources to further enhance the Department's ability to use data analytics in support of the efficient and effective execution of our audits. Further by filling this position with an individual with technical information technology audit experience, we could enhance the nature and type of testwork performed and support further cross-training of all audit resources in information technology audit skills as our need for this skill set across the team is only growing.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		1) Audit Staff could be obtained on a contractual basis to support specific projects, however this would limit our ability to leverage departmental staff knowledge across multiple projects at the same time (which is our current practice) and likely decrease our ability to cross-train through on the job knowledge transfers. 
2) Existing VRS Information Technology resources could be rotated through the Internal Audit department as a cross training opportunity; however this would likely put a further strain on already limited resources.





















30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		30300 - INVESTMENT ACCOUNTING								Prepared by:		Abida Arezo



		Request Title:		To fill a vacant Position within Investment Accounting



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Senior Investment Accountant Full-time		120,533		120,533

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		120,533		120,533		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		To fill the position that was previously held by Evelyn Evans in the Investment Accounting unit, this postion became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020 this position was used within another area in the Finance division.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Investment Accounting unit needs this position in order to coninue to provide quality service and support to the Investment Department and to ensure that the master custodian records investment transactions accurately and on a timely basis.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position is needed in the Investment Accounting unit to support the growth and increase in the volume of activities we are seeing within the various investment programs.  It's important to have this position to be able to maintain important controls.  Recently we have seen an increase in the number of limited partnerships within the Private Equity, Real Assets and Credit Strategies programs which directly impacts the workload in the Investment Accounting unit.  The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financials statements and verification of management fees.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The tasks that were previously performed by Evelyn Evans are currently distributed among the members of Investment Accounting team.  As part of automating some processes involving direction letters to master custodian, BNY Mellon has proposed to utilize the on-line functionality of Nexen, therefore, we are currently working with BNY Mellon to learn more about this  functionality of Nexen in order to implement it.  Once we begin to use the on-line feature to input the direction letters, we will know more whether this will increase efficiencies within Investment Accounting.  





















40100 - Video Upgrades

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Video Needs/Upgrades



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		17,500		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request concerns updating/replacing video equipment needed to develop video outreach/communications to our audience.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Upgrades will help us tell the VRS story in video format and help support the board's direction to place more investment information on the website and humanize the investment story.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The audience reacts well to video and it can be used to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their efforts to plan/prepare for the future.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Use the equipment that we have, knowing that it is aging and that it does not have the capacity to produce certain longer length videos.





















40100 - Web Team

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40100 - PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE								Prepared by:		Jeanne Chenault



		Request Title:		Web Team support items



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		6,300		6,300		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		All of these are software requests to enhance development and maintenance of the website.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		These requests further enhance our ability to manage and maintain the websites. In addition, the PDF to HTML converter software really will put us a step further in communications with our audience by converting PDF documents to HTLM pages. This gives the user the ability to search documents more easily; helps enhance maintenance of documents; and helps the user use translation services for HTML pages.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This enhances our communications and outreach to our audience by giving further flexibility to managing the website and presenting benefit information in a format that has additional capabilities.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with what we are doing knowing that the PDF versions of publications are not as flexible and the web tools 





















40200 - ER Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		State Employer Representative with Higher Education Employer Focus



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Employer Representative (State agencies/Higher Education) Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is a request for an employer representative position to focus on working with state agencies, in particular with higher education employers. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The employer representatives act as liaisons between VRS and the employer community we serve. They perform outreach functions, such as site visits and roundtables sessions. They advise employers on VRS benefits and proceedures, especially when there is an exception or issue for an employer to work through. They assist with special projects internally such as legislation implimentation. They also serve as subject matter experts on thier employer popoulation and related topics, ie: school division representatives are subject matter experts regarding less than 12-month contracts. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is made to that state employers receive the same level of support as political subdivision and school division employers. The state agency community is more complex than the other groups because they have the greatest diversity of plans: VRS, SPORS, VALORS, JRS, ORPHE, ORRPA, and General Assembly Members as well as all of the Plan 1, Plan 2, and Hybrid variations of those plans as applicable. There are 230 state agencies served by one employer representative, compared to 144 school divisions which are served by two. However, state agencies only have one employer representative. That means they receive half of the level of support that our other groups do: we provide half as many roundtables, half as many site visits. A second state employer representative will allow us to provide the same service level to state agencies as we do for the other employer populations. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		None. The alternative is to continue to accept a lower level of support for state agencies than we provide to the other employer populations. 





















40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		40200 - EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVE PROG								Prepared by:		Andy Feagans



		Request Title:		Software Support and Training Opportunities



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		12,500		12,500		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request combines two items - training and software - for the ER rep program.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Employers could benefit from a software program that ER reps could use to schedule roundtables and other meetings with employers. Employers simply go to a link sent by the rep and schedule a meeting, which then populates in Outlook for the rep. The training request for CAPPP attendance helps VRS gain some bench strength when it comes to plan knowledge and helps us tutor the next generation of leaders. It also increases their concept of plan administration and helps them network with other retirement systems, giving them deeper understanding of plans and how VRS administers its plans and why.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		 The alternative for the software is to continue to the same practice of schedule ER rep sessions, knowing that it is not the most efficient method for scheduling meetings. The alternative training is that we recognize that we are not providing some of the base knowledge of retirement plans that would enhance understanding and growth of employees.  





















60100 - HR Info System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Implement an enterprise human resource information system



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

						Organization Strength, Culture, and Engatement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		1,835,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Human Resource (HR) Department uses a combination of multiple systems and manual processes to administer human resources functions and benefits. The main HR system, Kronos, is less flexible for business processes or rules changes and the customer support is sub-optimal. HR uses Kronos for time and labor, Cornerstone for performance management, State RMS for recruitment, VLC for learning, and several manual processes for other functions. The combination of disparate systems combined with manual processes is creating several pain points and inefficiencies in managing benefits to VRS human capital. 
The goal of this initiative is to achieve the following outcomes.
1.	Re-engineer human resource business processes to move from silo and paper based to integrated, efficient, and digital based.
2.	Move from multiple systems for managing human resources functions to a single integrated solution
3.	Easy to maintain and adapt to change 
4.	Cost effective - Reduce total cost of ownership 

This new initiative entails beginning requirements and analysis activities in the second half of FY23, and implementing the solution in FY24.
















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS Human Resources Department (HRD) manages benefits administration, talent acquisition and management, onboarding, time & attendance processes, training, and performance management for VRS human capital. VRS HRD manages these processes through a combination of multiple systems and manual processes.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports Digital Transformation and Secure Services, and Organization Strength, Culture, and Engagement strategic goals. Streamlining human resources business processes and using a single platform to manage these functions will eliminate inefficiencies associated with the current state, enable digital transformation of human resources processes, reduce operating costs associated with managing multiple systems, and implement human capital management best practices to attract and retain best talent.
While some incremental improvements can be made to the current state without the new initiative, not implementing this initiative will result in continuation of majority of current state processes and usage of multiple solutions to manage human capital functions. Delay in digital transformation and best practices implementation could transform in less-than-optimal services to human capital asset.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue as-is.



















60100 - Training & Dev

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		60100 - HUMAN RESOURCES								Prepared by:		Paula Reid



		Request Title:		Enhance training and development programs through the EDGE (Empower, Develop, Grow and Engage) initiative to support employee engagement, professional and leadership development, diversity and inclusion, performance management, succession planning, etc.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		20,000		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		These funds would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training and development opportunties through the EDGE initiative to enhance employee engagement, and provide training in areas such as:  professional and leadership development, diversity and inclsion, performance management, project management, customer service, mentoring, succession planning, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Continued growth and development remains a high priority for VRS, and is one of the agency's annual performance objectives.  The foucs on increased professional development opportunities would  ensure that our workforce is prepared to face present and future challenges, as we provide in-house training for our employees based on our mission/culture and our employees' individual developmental needs.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Our workforce remains our primary asset in the delivery of our services to "those who serve others".  Goal #1 of the VRS strategic plan highlights the importance of Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  Fostering a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made of employees who embody continuous learning and exemplify VRS' core values is the foundation of all of the other strategic goals and associated strategies. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue with current level of funding.





















70100 - Voice Recognition

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70100 - DEPUTY DIR-CUST RELATIONSHIPS								Prepared by:		Robert Irving



		Request Title:		Fraud Analysis and Customer Satisfaction



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		515,000		400,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		There are many challenges to properly identifying a customer without a full toolset to anlyze and spot fraudulant call into the customer call center.  Dependence of multi-factor, customer questions, and other tactics are readily defeated if the perpetrator is well known or lives with the caller.  Utilizing a combination of biometric analysis reduces the randomness of detecting fraud risks.  Coupling voice biometrics with the ability to apply artificial intelligence to analyze customer sentiment for each customer interaction allows call center directors to quickly identify customer satisfaction without redirecting customers to internal or external survey questiioning.  Toolsets from companies such as Omilia, Unifore, Nuance, Observe.AI, etc.  Phase One (1) Develop functional, technology, security and business requirements, plus Proof of Concepts and RFP; Phase 2 RFP Draft; Phase 3 Procure toolsets, integration, testing, Q/A / Q/C, IV&V, Production













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This technology would solve two current challenges; (1) reduce the complexity to adequately identify each caller as the actual account holder of their VRS retirement account; (2) provide management the toolset to evaluate call quality and customer satisfaction.  Integrating Artificial Intelligence and voice biometrics will move the bar forward improving customer satisfaction scoore.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution addresses fraud reduction, and customer service which are critical to VRS' mission















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing existing processes





















70230 - Benefit Maint. Analyst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70230 - SERVICE RETIREMENT								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Benefit Account Maintenance - New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Benefit Maintenance Analyst Full-time		113,994		113,994

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		113,994		113,994		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Employee needed to work with the Retiree Services Manager on retirement benefit accounts maintenance. Critical benefit maintenance  resposibilities include testing and validation of (1) the annual retiree COLA rate job that impacts 200,000 plus payees and (2) the biennial Hazardous Duty supplement increase for 7,000 plus payees. The position will also work with the Compliance team to ensure ADROs are established on time and benefits paid are accurate.  ADRO benefit processing includes calculation of benefits, ADRO account set up and maintenance. The new position would also assist with the processing of Benefit Restoration Plan Retirees benefit changes.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Adjustments to the retirement gross benefit are required by statute. The Code of Virginia sets forth the manner in which COLA and hazardous duty increases shall be applied for different retirement plans.  In addition the Code outlines the handling of the ADRO process. The Retiree Services Manager with support from a service retirement analyst and a wage support staff member within service retirement unit have managed the processes and testing, validation and maintenance since FY'2019. Prior to FY'2019, the COLA and Hazardous Duty updates and the ADRO process were handled by the Disbursements Unit. When the Disbursements unit transitioned out of Customer Programs, it was determined that any changes to the gross retirement benefit would continue to be owned by the Customer Programs Department. However, the full-time position that was to remain in the Retiree Services Department did not remain in the department. All members of the Disbursement team and the supervisor transitioned to the Finance Deparartment. 



















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the agency vision, mission and our commitment to both deliver accurate and on-time benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service.  Not funding the position will increase the risk of not being able to sustain the benefit processing turnaround times which will negatively impact the members' benefit delivery and customer service experience. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the Retiree Services Department, Customer Programs and VRS. The position will be able to absorb the Benefit Account Maintenance job tasks and be cross-trained to backup Service Retirement positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by ensuring retirees and ADRO recipients are reciving correct benefit amounts on-time. 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternatives such as having current staff continue to absorb the additional duties have been considered, however, would not be sustainable long-term. The service retirement team member and wage employee currently assisting the Retiree Services Manager are working to balance the benefit maintenance and service retirement unit responsibilities. It has become increasingly more challenging with the testing, validation and quality monitoring required with online retirements implementation.  ADROS processing is a high touch mostly manual process. Time commitment levels are increasing as required to properly analyze and resolve benefit eligibility, benefit calculation, benefit reduction and benefit payment issues. Although the ADRO population is not a high volume population, we have seen increases over the years.  The ADRO benefit payment changes are manual system updates that require data fixes. All data fixes require the Retiree Services Manager and service retirement borrowed resource or wage support borrowed resource are working extended hours to meet the testing and validation needs and fulfill their other job reqsponsibilities. The COLA and hazardous duty updates require a significant amount number of reviews of quality monitoring reports and system data. Time is spent by the Retiree Services Manager and her borrowed support resources trying to determine the reason for issuesand if there's a pattern. Data fix requests must be drafted and entered to be prioritized and worked. If there aren't quality monitoring reports to identify the issue, further efforts to enhance quality monitoring report requirements also require time commitments from the Retiree Services Manager and the borrowed support resources. The current structure with not having a full-time employee to support this critical area is not sustainable. 

































70245 - Health Benefit Spclst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70245 - HEALTH INSURANCE								Prepared by:		Cheryl B Jones



		Request Title:		Health Benefit Specialist-New Position



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Health Benefit Specialist Full-time		107,454		107,454



				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		107,454		107,454		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Cardinal HCM will become the statewide health Commonwealth's new state retiree's. Cardinal replaces BES & other systems currently used to manage State Retiree Health Insurance. VRS members retiring directly from State Government employment will be enrolled in the new VRSRT division in Cardiinal HCM. Go live for VRSRT is April 2022. New position will perform the new Cardinal related health insurance processing duties and responsibilities. The Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will also begin assisting the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) once the process to reimburse VLDP Opt Out employers for providing HIC reimbursements to their eligible LTD benefit recipients. The HBU will assist the MDU with reviewing and verifying eligibility and HIC benefit amounts.    













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		With the implementation of the Cardinal and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement process for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will take on additional duties. This new position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other HBU processes and procedures. The position duties will include but will not be limited to:                                                                                                                                                                                            •Determine eligibility for the participants of the State Retiree Health Benefits                                                                                                                         •Enrollment of state retirees in State Retiree Health Benefits Program through Cardinal VRSRT                                                                                                                                                                                                   •Reconcile VNAV and Cardinal to ensure consistency between the two systems
•Analyze Cardinal records and submit required data fixes to DHRM Technology team to correct records by tracking the request from submission to implementation
•Process Health Insurance premium deduction requests for both state and non-state retirees
•Review and process Health Insurance Credit applications 
•Responsible for Quality Monitoring and determining HIC papit and payment accuracy
•Analyze issues/inconsistencies with VNAV records and submit Data Fix and ALM requests to have issues fixed both on an individual and global basis
•Responsible for testing code and data fixes to determine if results are as expected or any issues/failures identified















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This position will support the vision and mission of VRS to deliver accurate benefits to those we serve and provide superior customer service by reviewing, updating and ensuring accurate and on time health credit reimbursemensts and health premium deductions. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the HBU, Retiree Services, Customer Programs and VRS.  With this position, the HBU will be able to perform the new job duties and responsibilities created as a result of Cardinal HCM implementation and with the onboarding of the new VLDP Opt Out employer HIC process. With the new position the HBU will be crossed trained in other HBU responsibilities and duties and will provide backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure retirees are appropriately enrolled in the correct health insurance plans with appropriate health insurance deductions. The new position will work within the unit and with the MDU and Disbursements units to ensure HIC payments by VRS are accurate and on-time. With the HIC reimbursement to the VLDP Opt-Out employers from the HIC fund, the new position will  contribute to the HBU ensuring accurate validation of the LTD recipient's HIC eligibility and payment amount and correct reimbursement amounts being taken from paid to the . 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Possible alternative have been considered, however, with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments and health insurance credit requests, the alternative to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to Cardinal implementation and VLDP Opt Out Employer HIC reimbursement initiative implementation, is not feasible. HBU has also recently lost a long-time experienced member of the team who vacted a Health Benefits Specialist (HBS) position earlier this month (July 2021). The vacancy will be filled, however, time will be required to get the new HBS trained in the position duties and responsibilitiesand and acclimated to the team. 





















70260 - VSDP Account Rep

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70260 - VSDP PROGRAM								Prepared by:		Mike Pote



		Request Title:		Cardinal LTD Heatlh Insurance and VLDP HIC - New Position Request



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Account Representative Full-time		100,915		100,915

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		100,915		100,915		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		New position to coordinate and validate payment of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and to assist with new Cardinal related VSDP LTD health insurance processing.  This position will also be cross trained with existing staff to provide back up support for other Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU) processes and procedures.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The completion of the Cardinal Project as it relates to VRS systems in October 2022 will create additional job duties for the Managed Disabilities Unit (MDU).  At that point we will be responsible for enrolling VSDP participants who go in to LTD in to the State Retiree Health Benefits Program (SRHBP) administered by Department of Human Resource Management. The MDU will also perform maintenance on the LTD health insurance accounts.  In addition, we are currently undertaking a new initiative to have employers who opted out of the VLDP pay the HIC for their eligible employees in LTD.  This initiative will require employer training, and outreach, as well as validation of the payments and submission of invoices for reimbursement.  In addition, by cross training this new position on the processes and procedures being done by current MDU staff we increase our bench strenght and provide support in the event of absences both planned and unexpected.

















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement.  This new position will increase the bench strength of the MDU (as well as Customer Programs and VRS as a whole).  With this position, the MDU will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members in LTD are in the correct health insurance plan for the correct amount of time, and by working with our employer partners to ensure HIC payments are being made accurately and that the reimbursement to the employers from the HIC fund is accurate through validation of the employer funding requests.  In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members through sound financial stewardship and superior customer service, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment Statement of serving those who serve others.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to have current staff absorb the new job tasks related to LTD participant enrollment in the retiree health insurace plan.  Another alternative would be to delay the project to have VLDP opt-out employers pay the HIC to their employees on LTD.  It would be very difficult to perform these tasks with current staffing levels and sustain the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery, the Managed Disability Unit has successfully provided to our customers over many years.





















70265 - Beneficiary Pmts Anlst

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70265 - BENEFICIARY PAYMENTS								Prepared by:		Cassandra Coles



		Request Title:		New Full Time Employee - Beneficiary Payments Analyst



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Organizational Strength, Culture, and Engagement

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				Increases in current caseload or workload

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Beneficiary Payments Analyst Full-time		96,991		96,991

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		96,991		96,991		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A new position is needed to assist with processing death cases and with the implementation of online beneficiary management there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		A new beneficiary analyst position will also allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources.   The total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021.  This position will assist with the timely processing of retiree and active member death benefits.  In addition, the position will also assist with the review of paper beneficiary designtation forms, a new process created as the result of the implementation of online beneficiary management. The position will be trained to approve cases, test system updates, and analyze reports. With this new position, the BPS team Program Support Analyst will be able to provide greater life insurance program administration support for the BPS & Life Insurance Program Administrator. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding the request will allow the unit to process work timely, absorb new process created with the implementation of online beneficiary management. This request supports Goal 1: Organizational Strength, Culture and Engagement. Approving the new position will increase the team size and build unit bench strength by allowing team members to cross-train and back each other up on duties more effectively during planned and unplanned staff absences. If the position is not funded, the team will continue as is, however the processing time will increase as work increases.will be able to perform the new job tasks being assigned to it, and have backup for current positions.  This new position will also support agency Goal 2: Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health by making sure our members retirement death benefits are correct and payments are on-time. In addition, this position will help support VRS' Mission Statement to deliver benefits to our members, as well as supporting the VRS Commitment of serving those who serve others.

















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		A possible alternative of hiring wage or temporary employees to assist with completing less complex tasks to allow the current employees to focus on the more complex and analytical tasks, though not viewed as a long-term solution, could work in the short-term. The hiring of a full-tme employee and embedding into the team structure and building unit bench strength is the optimal option.   





















70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Melissa Robertson



		Request Title:		Tablets/Kiosk



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		28,000		20,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently we encourage registration during presentations and counseling sessions but do not have the ability to allow registration and review of their personal information real time.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request will strengthen our outreach and partnership with Members, Retirees and Employers by demonstrating and encouraging self service resources available to them. In addition this request supports Technology Infrastructures by providing resources to allow our counselors to provide real time and easily accessable information to our members/retirees/employers. This would be another resource to increase the partnership with our membership base. When working in the field with our members we do not have ways to keep secure forms. This will allow some changes to be updated real time with self service tools efficiently and securely.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Encourage registration and self service tools to the member/retiree after the fact. Educate about available tools.





















70300 - Cust Satisf Survey

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70300 - CHIEF CUSTOMER RELATIONS								Prepared by:		Deardrian Carver



		Request Title:		Customer Experience/Satisfaction Survey 



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Procure a solution that will allow VRS to conduct customer experience/satisfaction surveying of its members and retirees who call the customer contact center.  The solution can be an in house product that would integrate with the existing CISCO telephony solution or outscource to a third party adminstrator.  The solution should be flexible, turnkey and expandable to other channels of customer interactions within VRS, e.g., myVRS, VRS website and secure email.  Long term, the solution should support collecting customer feedback on any interactions with other business/operations units outside of the customer contact center.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Despite the strategic vision and importance of customer service delivery, VRS has  not conducted consistent, quantitative, collection of information from the members’ perspective to gauge their satisfaction and/or experience with the CCC. The only agency level performance metric of inbound calls is the abandon rate which provides an incomplete description of the CCC service quality. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request supports the agency strategic vision of ensuring we provide superior customer service to members, retirees and beneficiaries.  In addition, this request supports the CEM recommendation and best practice of collecting feedback directly from customers pertaining to their interactions with VRS and the corresponding service delivery experience.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		There are no viable alternatives to collecting timely customer feedback at the point of service.





















70320 - Technical Writers

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		70320 - EDUCATION AND TRAINING								Prepared by:		Christina Jay



		Request Title:		Technical Writing Staff



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Member, Retiree, and Employer Education, Outreach and Partnership

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		900		900		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994

				Technical Writer Full-time		113,994		113,994		The technical writing team has taken on an expanded enterprise role over the last two years, delivering premier resource documentation and support to the CRD, business units and employers.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		227,987		227,987		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Funding request for two full-time technical writer positions. The technical writer positions ensure that agency business documenation, such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs, are developed and maintained. They also develop and maintain Employer Manual chapters and employer systems process guides and documentation. There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides for the CRD, business units and employers, resulting in a need for more dedicated staffing hours.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently the two technical writer positions are part-time positions limited to 1500 hours per year. Workload for technical documentation and maintenance has increased enough to support full-time positions. Having these two full-time employees would ensure products remain current while simultaneously ensuring the bandwidth to create new resources and will enable the team to match the rising demand and ensure projects are delivered timely without incurring any avoidable delays. This request would replace the two part-time tech writer positions with two full-time positions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports the agency and department goals to continue to explore ways VRS can become more effcient and effective in the delivery of our services. It supports a customer-centric focus in delivering VRS education and training products directly to our internal staff and employers.This initiative is also ciritical to support the development and maintenance of business documenation for the agency, promoting business continuity.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue current level of service





















80100 - PMO

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Krishna Dandamudi



		Request Title:		Project management function/office (PMO) to implement and maintain governance processes and execute technology projects



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

						Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Project Manager Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Establish project management office to define and implement project and program management best practices, ensure alignment of projects and programs with the Agency and Technology strategic goals, establish and maintain governance processes around work intake, projects performance measurement, and reporting. Additionally, execute projects on time and within budget, increase projects visibility, implement risk and communication management practices, and achieve tangible, repeatable and long-term benefits.











		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Technology Services executes projects and programs of various sizes and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals. These projects result in either creating new products and services and enhancing current systems with an objective to provide superior customer service, improve productivity, and bring innovation to delivery of benefits.  

Currently, majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner by non-project managers (engineers and analysts) or contract project managers using dis-jointed project management and governance processes.













		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Establishing a central project management office/function enables to implement and mature best project management processes and governance, bring rigor to projects execution, ensure right resources allocations, and deliver projects on-time and on budget. This initiative supports Superior Governance and Digital Transformation and Delivery strategic goals of the Agency. 
Employing full-time skilled project managers will enable engineers and analysts to focus on their core functions thereby increasing productivity and efficiencies in their respective areas. In addition, full-time project managers eliminate the need for hiring contract project managers resulting in cost reduction and keeping the knowledge in the organization.
Justification:
The direct and indirect benefits offered by hiring 1 FTE project manager outweigh the costs. Direct cost savings and indirect benefits are listed below.
Direct cost savings: Contract project manager is approximately 70% more expensive than hiring a full-time project manager. Direct cost savings by hiring 1 FTE project manager is estimated at $100,000 each year. This cost saving comes from replacing one contractor project manager.
Indirect benefits: Indirect benefits, while hard to quantity, offer productivity gains and efficiency increases. Indirect benefits include,
•	Productivity and efficiency gains when engineers and analysts focus on their core skill sets.
•	Long term benefits by retaining institutional knowledge gained by hiring full time project managers.
•	Increased rigor to project management execution - timely delivery of products/services to customers and avoiding cost over-runs. 
Consequences of not funding:
Lack of matured project management process and decentralized execution of projects by non-project managers result in unpredictable results, inefficiencies, cost overruns, schedule delays, and not meeting Agency objectives. Managing projects by engineers and analysts result in sub-optimal utilization of skillsets and taking attention away from their core engineering and analysis responsibilities.



















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire more contract project managers. While this option provides skilled resources to implement this iniatives, it is not a cost effective solution.









80100 - Mngd Sec Endpoint Prgrm

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Managed Security End-Point Program



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		287,000		195,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Implement a fully managed cybersecurity endpoint protection service that monitors, detects, prevents, and remediates possible breaches and intrusions. Staffed 24/7/365 by analysts with multiple years of experience using an industry leading suite of security modules.  The toolset must be highly effective at stopping intrusions and reducing risk, while eliminating many of the ever-increasing challenges and burdens of building, staffing, and maintaining VRs' security operations center.









		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The current state is an assortment of tools and vendor products deployed across a single location. This lack of a coordinated approach to security leaves VRS, its customers, and its partners at a higher risk to threats. Existing tools are sometimes effective at generating security alerts when intrusions occur, but fragmented security silos and low staffing levels are not always able to investigate and respond quickly and consistently.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Operational efficiencies and augmentation of security operations. Integrated end-point systems significantly increase the coverage, responsiveness, and overall effectiveness of VRS' cybersecurity efforts. Instituting a holistic end-point solution with 24x7x365 monitoring and response not only is effective in augmenting our existing security team, but that it will also eliminate the need to build a fully staffed security operations center. 
The investment will allow VRS to focus on other strategic IT security initiatives and activities. External end-point management companies help eliminate the need to manage turnover, staffing, and training of VRS cybersecurity analysts.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The alternative is to maintain the current program, which does not provide in-depth 24x7x365 support for all endpoints managed with AI/ML techniques.  The response time will not be based on a 24x7 clock, and thus require the internal VRS team to analyze, develop an action plan, and then mitigate the issue.   













80100 - Investment Tech Support

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80100 - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER								Prepared by:		Denise Rasmussen



		Request Title:		Technology Support for Investment Department



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		2,100,000		1,800,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.









				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Investment related technology, data, and the skillsets to support and maintain them are evolving rapidly. In addition, high availability requirements and the necessity for timely data ingestion, refreshes, reports, and environments warrant aggressive SLAs.  VRS will be challenged to recruit, retain, and retrain staff to keep up with this rapidly changing, high availability environment. To provide the necessary support and timeliness of execution for Investments to meet their business objectives, VRS must take a technology managed services approach for data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure and Devops. As part of a managed service package, VRS will also have access to experts in evolving technology as well as emerging trends. VRS will utilizes these services to provide insights and recommendations on an ad hoc basis.  This approach reduces the need for additional FTEs to support Investments’ technology needs. VRS will use existing positions to focus on subject matter expertise, security requirements and compliance, and contract management.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, the Investment Department is dependent on VRS staff to provide technology research and recommendations, create and maintain environments, manage data, including data modeling and architecture, and provide infrastructure support. The staff performs fundamental support but would not able to support aggressive SLAs and provide the technology expertise for Investments to take advantage of modern investment technologies and services.  Dedicated staff members for the investments team are critical success elements, to improve the technology, data, and processes for the investments organization. It's critical for the investment team to evaluate new and proven technologies, data lakes, AI/ML, and database partnerships to elevate the organization into the next generation of investment decision making through a higher degree of understanding past and present data, and developing models to improve investment outcomes.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Goal 2 of the Strategic Plan - Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health - This initiative provides technology services that enable Investment managers to use evolving best-practice tools and services to aid in making optimal investment decisions.  Should we put something in this section about Investment's returns goals?















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		To provide these services in-house, VRS would need 6 additional FTEs resources as part of this biennium cycle. The challenge will be attracting and retaining the required skilled resources for the current state. As the technology and data needs continue to evolve and Investments identifies the need for this technology, additional full-time resources will be necessary in the future for support and maintenance.





















80200 - VNAV Next Gen

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80200 - SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING								Prepared by:		Mark Rein



		Request Title:		Architecture and tool assessment for the next generation of VRS Application Development



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		425,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		During the next three to four years VRS must evolve and improve the current VNAV application to continue the commitment to the customer, security, and remaining current with technology.   The initial phase is to re-evaluate the business requirements, review baked in security within applications development, improve on user experience and design, and embed machine learning and artificial intelligence to address continued improvement of the platform.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The design and discovery phase would be the first step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS.  This is the foundational step in the development lifecycle process.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The solution will ensure that VRS is ready to develop the next generation application platform in the upcoming years.  The process will require a minimum of three years to develop requirements, develop systems architecture, improve customer experience, and institute modern application development practices and principles.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		The only other alternative is to patch and maintain the current VNAV system, which will prove to be expensive, and lack the features demanded by the consumer.  The current VNAV framework would eventually require replacement to pass basic security requirements which evolve on a daily basis.





















80300 - Cloud Security

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Cloud Firewall Appliances and Cloud Native Security Platform



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		425,000		350,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Cloud Security Engineer Full-time		224,105		224,105

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		224,105		224,105		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request will provide the cloud security infrastructure, to include virtual firewall and IPS capabilities, required to support VRS's cloud migration initiative.  The current native security tools available to VRS do not offer the same level of security capabilities that VRS current has for its on-premise operations.  VRS will need to implement this cloud security infrastructure to apply a zero-trust security framework and ensure the continued security of VRS services and data.  Additionally, this request includes a full-time cloud security engineer position that is required to maintain and monitor the cloud environment.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has started the cloud migration process and the resources outlined in this request are required to ensure that the migration and resultant operations continue to meet VRS security requirements.  VRS must ensure for secure operations in the cloud hosting platforms that complies with Commonwealth Security Standards (SEC525) as well as meets VRS security operational requirements.  VRS does not currently have a cloud security engineer on staff and will require that level of expertise moving forward.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request is required to provide VRS Security Operations the tools and cloud-native capabilities required to manage and maintain security services for VRS cloud infrastructure, to include firewalls, intrusion prevention services, automated response services, microsegmentation, and least privilege / functionality access.  As VRS transitions from on-premise to hybrid to cloud-native infrastructure, our tools and skillsets must adapt and grow to meet the changing environment.  This proposal will  integrate existing security tools into the cloud security framework so that we can seamlessly support hybrid and legacy solutions as VRS continues to migrate systems to the cloud.  Cloud native security tools are a critical component for achieving a zero-trust security model, which is a high priority for VRS's security operations.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to leverage the tools integrated into the cloud platform, or leverage existing tools primarily intended for on-premise operations.  This will be a "bolt-on" approach to security which may result in gaps in VRS security compliance and make achieving a zero-trust architecture more difficult and less efficient.





















80300 - IAM Solution

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Identity and Access Management Solution



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New Initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		- 0		725,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This request is for a cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics to enhance and support the VRS zero-trust cloud architecture framework.  Strong identity management that can interface with all agency applications, on-premise or cloud-based, is a foundational component of a strong security architecture adhering to zero-trust principles.  













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This solution would replace the current VRS identity management solution, RAMS.  RAMS is an internally developed solution that lacks key integration components for VRS applications and services.  It does not allow for cross-platform identity management.  This results in duplicative efforts to create, maintain and track identities for VRS systems and applications.  This lack of integration creates risk to VRS being able to meet least privilege and separation of duties requirements across all applications. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A cloud-integrated identity and access management solution that leverages artificial intelligence and behavioral analytics will provide valuable insight into all identity and access data and events.  This initiative would increase the efficiency for the creation, management, and maintenance of identity and entitlements across disparate applications.  VRS security will be able to maintain consistency of least privilege and leverage a unified reporting facility for auditing access to VRS sensitive resources.  This will improve the security posture and identity entitlement functions for the agency as we continue to transition our applications and services to a cloud-focused service model.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to utilize the existing internally developed IAM solution, RAMS.  





















80300 - IRR-Forensics

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80300 - INFORMATION SECURITY								Prepared by:		John Craft



		Request Title:		Incident Response Forensic Augmentation Initiative



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Digital Transformation and Secure Service Delivery

		Select a ranking for this initiative:



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		160,000		139,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Incident Response and Disaster Recovery Engineer Full-time		199,007		199,007

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		199,007		199,007		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This is an incident response and forensic analysis instantiation initiative that includes the following components:  (1) incident response retainer (IRR) service that will augment the existing VRS security incident response capabilities in the event we have a high priority security incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic analysis and the agency is not prepared to submit a cyber insurance claim; (2) digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow VRS to capture and analyze forensically sound digital images of systems and devices for incident response; and (3) a full time incident response and disaster recover engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses and disaster recovery activities for the agency.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Currently, VRS does not have significant forensic analysis capability, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel.  Relying on service providers typically results in delayed response and best-effort resource commitment to response to agency security incidents.  By augmenting our capabilities, VRS will be able to respond with more speed and provide a heightened level of self-support for incident response and disaster recovery actions.  By maintaining a retainer with a IRR provider VRS will have expert augmentation to bolster the IR skills and response processes so that the agency can more quickly mount a comprehensive response to threats that may have circumvented agency security controls.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will support VRS's goal of secure service delivery for our members and beneficiaries.  VRS security operations does not have significant depth in digital forensics or incident response capabilities.  Failure to fund this initiative will result the agency continuing to place reliance on non-optimized tools and 3rd party suppliers to provide forensic investigation capabilities.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Attempt to organically grow the IR skills of existing employees and leverage open source forensic tools to provide limited digital forensic capability.





















80320 - Hardware Replacement

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Refresh end of life hardware to maintain a secure, compliant, and highly available infrastructure



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		744,000		839,600		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		While VRS is in the process of migrating the organizations infrastructure services to the cloud, there is still a need to refresh end of life hardware to support the transition and for ongoing on-premise networking.  This initiative is to refresh any hardware that will reach end of life during the FY23-FY24 biennium.  Refreshing end of life hardware is required to maintain a secure and highly available infrastructure.  Continuing to run infrastructure beyond the manufactures end of life potentially exposes VRS to threats from vulnerabilities.  VRS may not have to refresh all compute as workloads migrate to the cloud, so the actual expenditure may be lower than the budgeted amount for compute.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures VRS has current, secure and compliant hardware and will enable the current business practices to continue.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  If this new initiative is not funded, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS is required to run network and other infrastructure services on supported hardware platforms to avoid potential security vulnerabilities and to maintain a highly available infrastructure.  















80320 - Cloud Compl-2nd BU

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		80320 - INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Kevin Cronin



		Request Title:		Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations and implement secondary back-up solution.



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		175,000		1,175,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 				- 0

				 				- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This new initiative has two parts: 
1.	Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations.
2.	Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment.

Complete cloud migration and transition to steady state operations
VRS is in the process of migrating VRS infrastructure and workloads to cloud. VRS will be migrating the line of business system related workloads to cloud in FY24 and transition the cloud program to stead state operations. 

Implement secondary back-up and disaster recovery solution for post cloud environment
Post cloud migration, VRS will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated cloud. This physical data center will serve as a secondary back up for our cloud data. A robust data back-up and recovery solution will be implemented to back-up the remaining on-premise data and act as a secondary backup solution, if situation demands.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative ensures cloud migration is complete and transition to steady state operations. Successful cloud implementation ensures speed delivery of solutions, transition from capex to opex cost model, and leverage the benefits of cloud native technologies to provide superior customer service. 

Creation of a small physical data center for hosting on-premises components and development of a secondary backup solution ensures a more resilient technology infrastructure and provides a platform to deliver uninterrupted services to VRS customers.











		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This initiative supports creating next generation technology infrastructure. VRS has already begun the cloud journey to transition the operating environment from on-premise to cloud, realize the benefits of from native cloud technologies, and support VRS secure and digital transformation indicatives.

VRS has already committed significant resources time and dollars to cloud migration program. If this new initiative is not funded, VRS will be unable to complete the cloud program to realize the benefits stated in the original cloud new initiative. In addition, VRS may have to continue to run services on infrastructure that is no longer supported.













		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue using on-premise infrastructure which is not a viable solution.



















90100 - NCDM Req

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90100 - INVESTMENT ADMINISTRATION								Prepared by:		Curt Mattson



		Request Title:		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				1. Must do / mandatory for agency



		Type of request:				Needed to address requirements of new law

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Note - this regulatory requirement was delayed one year due to COVID-19.  VRS will now be required to be fully compliant starting September 2022.  The requested funds are in addition to the "placeholder" funds requested and approved in the last budget cycle - as VRS has received cost estimates for this service.  In the wake of the global financial crisis, finance ministers from the G20 countries committed themselves to reforming the OTC derivatives market.  One of the major reforms was that non-standardized derivatives unsuitable for central clearing could remain bilaterally traded, but would be subject to initial margin and variation margin requirements in order to protect each counterparty from the failure of the other.  VRS will need to calculate the aggregate average notional amounts (AANA) beginning in fiscal year 2022 and start trading initial margin in September 2022.  The AANA and initial margin calculations may involve new system(s), data feeds, additional employee(s), outsourcing of this function, etc.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.  Non-cleared derivatives are traded by the VRS internal and external investment managers and are a large part of the VRS investment portfolio.  Therefore, the non-cleared derivatives margin process is a regulatory requirement that VRS will have to follow.  















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for funding the resources necessary to meet the regulatory requirement will allow VRS to continue to invest in non-centrally cleared derivatives.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		VRS currently invests heavily in non-centrally cleared derivatives.  It would most likely be detrimental to the VRS portfolio to liquidate these investment types and may expose the VRS portfolio to unwanted investment risk.





















90180 - Portfolio Intelligence

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90180 - PORTFOLIO INTELLIGENCE TEAM								Prepared by:		Matthew Lacy



		Request Title:		Internally Managed Systematic Macro Strategy



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		Systematic Macro strategies use quantitative models to invest across asset classes and geographies. This initiative would include the following components: 1) Formulating hypothesis about what factors may drive cross-asset returns. 2) Evaluating data sources to be used to test these ideas. 3) Purchasing data and integrating it into VRS systems. 4) Testing the ideas using the data. 5) If the initial tests prove promising, integrating the ideas into a holistic strategy. 5) Building the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets.  This process will be managed in-house at VRS - resulting in cost savings to the Plan. 













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		VRS has several portfolios in the internal asset management program that focus on adding value by security and factor selection. This strategy would aim to add value by allocating across asset classes, countries and sectors. VRS currently has several external investment managers in our Dynamic Strategies program that do similar types of investing - in the future this activity could be brought in-house and save the external management fees.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This strategy would help diversify our sources of excess return and reduce investment management costs by bringing more assets in-house. Fee reductions may be as much as 40-50 basis points depending on the nature of the strategy and the amount of capital allocated to it.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Continue to rely on external investment managers to provide these strategies - resulting in higher costs to VRS.  We may also consider a hybrid model in which we hire an external partner to manage assets in a similar strategy while we develop our own version. Having a partner would provide knowledge sharing and may help accelerate the development of this internal strategy.





















90300 - Cash Mgmt System

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90300 - INVESTMENT OPERATIONS								Prepared by:		Vera Pleasants



		Request Title:		Enhance Cash Management System and Controls



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		A Cash Management System is needed for managing the cash flow activity for the VRS Cash portfolio - which directly supports the Investment Department.  This internally managed portfolio is used to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between VRS portfolios for reallocation purposes.  It is a central account where many transactions flow in and out daily.  Currently, the Investment Operations staff uses a cash database to track these cash transactions; however the system is old and the database is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft).  Therefore, a new end-to-end system is needed to track, analyze and account for the entire VRS Cash portfolio in one centralized location.  The new system will serve as the 'internal book of record' for the VRS Cash portfolio and will enhance internal controls over the cash process.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This request is aligned with current business practices.   Investment Operations is responsible for tracking the cash flows in and out of the VRS Cash portfolio, providing daily reporting, reconciling the portfolio, and ensuring proper controls are in place.  The management of cash is an essential function performed by the Investment Department.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This request for a new Cash Management System is necessary because the volume of cash transactions continues to increase and the current database is outdated.  This new Cash Management System will streamline the workflow for managing cash and continue to enhance the internal controls over the VRS Cash portfolio.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Since the current database is a Microsoft Access file format, there really are no alternatives with the current product.  Microsoft is no longer supporting this software and a different product will need to be implemented.





















90400 - Global Eq Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90400 - GLOBAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Whitlock



		Request Title:		Public Equity Risk Exposure Management/Measurement and Report Automation



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		200,000		200,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative allows staff to focus on risk/exposure analysis rather than report production.  Through the new data feeds, additional factors, such as ESG and/or Carbon based data, will be available for consideration that will enhance the risk exposure management process and will help staff enhance the oversight and monitoring  of the portfolio as well as make better investment decisions.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		Enhanced data feeds will provide additional information to VRS staff in order to more effectively monitor the portfolio investments.  The efficient delivery of this new data will also help staff become more effective in their monitoring efforts.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		This will allow more effective risk exposure monitoring by the VRS staff - resulting in a better overall understanding of the portfolio investments.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Using more basic insights/definitions of sector exposures, etc. that we have access to currently.  This is a sub-optimal solution as the monitoring of the VRS investments is a critical function performed in order to safe-guard the assets and help make better investment decisions.





















90450 - Internal Equity Strat

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90450 - INTERNAL EQUITY MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dan Schlussler



		Request Title:		New Investment Strategy Initiatives



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		150,000		150,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Investment Officer Full-time		251,256		251,256

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		251,256		251,256		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission we continue to look for areas where we can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.  The Internal Equity team would look to develop one of the following strategies: (1) non-US REITs strategy.  The Real Assets team has looked to the Internal Equity group to provide such a strategy and build upon the passive strategy it currently manages; (2) a US Growth strategy.  As the Plan looks to rotate amongst investments styles it will have many choices including low cost smart beta strategies to longer-term external manager relationships.  The IEM offering would look to provide a low-cost, risk controlled strategy that could be used to gain favorable exposure to this area; (3) Private Equity replication.  The IEM group would look to create a strategy that could be used as a placeholder for Private Equity asset inflows that may take some time to invest but the Plan would like to fund more immediately.  It could also serve as a source of funds when outflows from the asset class are desired.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		The Internal Equity group manages a number of strategies in partnership with other VRS teams that manage our external relationships.  This initiative would continue to expand the internal capability of the IEM team and deepen the partnership with the other VRS investment teams.  By managing these processes in-house VRS recognizes fee savings - by not having to pay external investment managers for these services.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		A key objective for the Internal Equity group is to provide low cost solutions while delivering good risk-adjusted returns over the long-term.  This initiative will help support the Fund's long-term objectives, not only aiming to achieve the investment performance return goals but also creating more opportunities for the agency to manage investment costs.















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Hire external investment managers to perform these functions - much more costly.  





















90700 - Fixed Inc Data Feeds

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90700 - INTERNAL FIXED INCOME MGT								Prepared by:		Greg Oliff & Parham Behrooz



		Request Title:		Internal Fixed Income Process Enhancements



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Superior Governance and Long-Term Financial Health

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		300,000		300,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		- 0		- 0		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		This initiative focuses on process enhancements to further our abilities in terms of managing internal portfolios. The addition of these data feeds will allow for process improvements and a deeper focus on portfolio management within the FI group in an effort to continue to generate good long-term investment returns and diversify the portfolio.















		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This new initiative request will allow for considerable enhancements to the group's current business practices. The addition of new data sources will afford team members the ability to more deeply focus on portfolio management and analytics with the intention of achieving higher investment returns within these internally managed portfolios. 















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		Funding this request will provide new investment information that will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative value selection and increase specialization of team members, which will support making better informed investment decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark.  















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Don't fund this initiative and continue forward with the data feeds currently used.  This is sub-optimal as the new data feeds will provide needed investment information in order to continue to make good and timely investment decisions that will benefit the Plan.





















90975 - Infra Improvements

		FY23-FY24 Budget Requests



		Cost Center:		90975 - IDS DATA MANAGEMENT								Prepared by:		Dane Honrado



		Request Title:		Investment Department Data, Analytics, and Reporting Infrastructure Improvement



		Related Strategic Plan Goal:				Technology Infrastructure

		Select a ranking for this initiative:				2. Should do / Supports best practices or improved services



		Type of request:				New initiative

		Request Summary

		Below table is automatically populated as other tabs are completed. Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating costs and 'Position Requests' tab to add position requests/costs.



						FY23		FY24

				Operating Request		850,000		850,000		Go to 'Operating Requests' tab to add operating requests/costs.

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

				Quantitative Developer (IO Level) Full-time		251,256		251,256

						- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				 		- 0		- 0

				Total New Position Requests		502,513		502,513		Go to 'Position Requests' tab to add new position requests/costs.



		1. Description of request

		The volume of both structured and unstructured data used in the investment process continues to grow rapidly. Similarly, the tools and techniques to gather, store, organize, access, analyze, and report on the data continues to evolve at an increasingly fast pace. This project will assess the tools used in various data intensive processes and look to rebuild or replace as necessary. Tools that will be upgraded, acquired, or expanded in use include: Portfolio Optimization, Performance Attribution, Factor and expected return calculation, Factor testing, Strategy Back-testing, Contract Management, Customer Relationship Management, Natural Language Processing, Data Storage Systems, and Task Automation Systems.













		2. How does this request relate to current business practices?

		This initiative builds upon current investment practices. It increases the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze information relevant to the investment decision making process - resulting in better informed investment decisions.















		3. How does this request support agency goals? Justify why funding this request will further your department's mission and any consequences of not funding.



		The Investment Department achieves its return goals through informed and prudent investment decision making while closely managing costs. This project seeks to gain efficiencies in managing and analyzing the data necessary for sound investing while reducing costs over the long term. 
 















		4. What are the possible alternatives to this project? 

		Alternative approaches would be:
• Outsource certain data management, analytics, and reporting functions - more costly.
• Hire additional external investment managers - more costly.





















Summary

		Initiative		FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Personnel																Personnel

		2		Chief DEI Officer		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0				Chief DEI Officer		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		3		Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105		244,105				Cloud Security Engineer		244,105		244,105		244,105

		3		IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				IR and Disaster Recovery Engineer		199,007		199,007		199,007

		4		Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533		120,533				Senior Investments Accountant		120,533		120,533		120,533

		5		Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (IE)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		5		Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Investment Officer (PI)		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		6		Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256		251,256				Quantitative Developer		251,256		251,256		251,256

		7		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994		113,994				Technical Writer		113,994		113,994		113,994

		7		Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Benefits Mainteance Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		7		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454		107,454				Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		107,454

		7		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915		100,915				VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		100,915

		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991		96,991				Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		96,991

		8		Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073		127,073				Records Management Officer		127,073		127,073		127,073

		8		Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007		199,007				Project Manager		199,007		199,007		199,007

				Total Personnel		$   2,538,167		$   2,639,082		$   2,639,082		$   2,639,082		$   2,639,082		$   2,639,082				Total Personnel		$   2,538,167		$   2,639,082		$   2,639,082



				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25		FY26		FY27		FY28				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)				FY23-24 Initiatives		FY23		FY24		FY25-FY28 (Avg.)

				Operational																Operating										Operational

		1		Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -				Hardware Replacement		$   744,000		$   839,600		$   -

		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714				Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		175,000		1,175,000		197,996

		2		HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000				HR Training & Development		20,000		20,000		20,000

		2		IAM Solution		-		725,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				IAM Solution		-		725,000		254,567

		3		Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		236,250		248,063		260,466		273,489				Voice Recognition Software		515,000		400,000		254,567

		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		315,000		330,750		347,288		364,652				Cloud Security Infrastructure		425,000		350,000		339,422

		3		Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		120,750		126,788		133,127		139,783				Incidence Response Forensics		160,000		139,000		130,112

		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		204,750		214,988		225,737		237,024				Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		220,625

		4		NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				NC Derivatives Margin Req		300,000		300,000		300,000

		4		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500		1,627,500				Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		1,627,500

		4		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000		300,000				Fixed Income Data Feeds		300,000		300,000		300,000

		5		Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Internal Equity Strategy		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		ER Rep. Scheduling Software																ER Rep. Scheduling Software

		5		Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000		200,000				Global Eqity Data Feeds		200,000		200,000		200,000

		5		Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000				Portfolio Intelligence		150,000		150,000		150,000

		6		Investment Contractors		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000		450,000				Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294				Investment Contractors		$   450,000		$   450,000		$   450,000

		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000		400,000														IDS Data Infrastructure		400,000		400,000		400,000

		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-		-		-		-														Video Outreach Upgrades		17,500		20,000		-

		7		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300		6,300														Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		6,300

		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000														New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		28,000		20,000		20,000

		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000		150,000														Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		150,000

		8		HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		261,900		274,995		288,745		303,182														HR Information System		150,000		1,128,000		282,206

		8		ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000														ERM Software		15,000		15,000		15,000

		8		Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000														Record Retention		10,000		5,000		5,000

		8		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-		-		-		-														VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		-

		8		IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000		600,000														IT Contractors		600,000		600,000		600,000

		8		IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000		100,000														IT Audit Solution		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,352,450		$   6,430,383		$   6,512,212		$   6,598,132														Total Operational		$   7,752,800		$   10,362,900		$   6,473,294



				Total Initiatives		$   10,290,967		$   13,001,982		$   8,991,532		$   9,069,465		$   9,151,294		$   9,237,214														Total Initiatives		$   10,536,967		$   13,247,982		$   9,358,376





Cost Pivot

		Row Labels		Sum of FY23		Sum of FY24		Sum of FY25		Sum of FY26		Sum of FY27		Sum of FY28

		1		919,000		2,014,600		183,750		192,938		202,584		212,714

		2		20,000		745,000		256,250		268,063		280,466		293,489

		3		1,830,112		1,527,112		1,319,862		1,363,700		1,409,729		1,458,060

		4		2,820,533		2,520,533		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033		2,348,033

		5		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512		1,302,512

		6		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512		1,352,512

		7		845,218		940,633		920,633		920,633		920,633		920,633

		8		1,201,080		2,599,080		1,307,980		1,321,075		1,334,825		1,349,262

		Grand Total		10,290,967		13,001,982		8,991,532		9,069,465		9,151,294		9,237,214





Packaging

				1		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration																																				Complete Succesful Cloud Migration										Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement												Bolster Agency Security

				2		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement																																				EOL Hardware Replacement										Chief DEI Officer												Cloud Security Tools and Engineer

				3		Bolster Agency Security																																				Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup										HR Training & Development												IRR/Forensics Office and Position

				4		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance																																														IAM Solution												Managed Security Endpoint

				5		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health																																																										Fraud Detection and Voice Recognition

				6		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

				7		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				8		Transform Business Models																																				Promote Exceptional Investment Governance										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis												Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

				9		Update Technology Policies & Procedures																																				Non-cleared derivatives margin req										IDS Infrastructure, Positions, Contractors												Technical Writers (2)

																																										Investments tech support																						Health Benefits Specialist

																																										Cash management system																						Benefits Maintenance Analyst

																																										Investments accountant																						VSDP Account Rep

																																																																Beneficiary Payments Analyst

																																																																Employer Relations Representative

																																																																Employer Rep. Scheduling Software

		Package		Group		Initiative		FY23-24 Cost																																																								Video Outreach Upgrades

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Cloud Completion/2nd Backup		1,350,000																																																								Web Team Support Software

		Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		1		Hardware Replacement		1,583,600																																																								Kiosk(s) & Tablets

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		HR Training & Development		40,000																																																								Customer Satisfaction Survey

		Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		2		IAM Solution		725,000

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Engineer		488,210										Row Labels		FY23-24 Funding

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Cloud Security Infrastructure		775,000										1																								Transform Business Models										Update Technology Policies & Procedures												Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Bolster Agency Security		3		IRR-Forensics		697,014										Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration		$   2,933,600																						HR Info System										Project Management Office												Internal Equity Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Managed Security Endpoint Program		482,000										2																								Records Management Office										IT Audit Solution												Portfolio Intelligence Design, Dev, & Position

		Bolster Agency Security		3		Voice Recognition Software		915,000										Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, & Engagement		$   765,000																						ERM Dashboard																						Global Equity Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Cash Management System		600,000										3																								VNAV Next Gen																						Fixed Income Data Feeds

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Investments Tech Support		3,900,000										Bolster Agency Security		$   3,357,224

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		NC Derivatives Margin Requirement		600,000										4

		Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		4		Senior Investments Accountant		241,066										Promote Exceptional Investment Governance		$   5,341,066

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Fixed Income Data Feeds		600,000										5

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Global Equity Data Feeds		400,000										Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		$   2,605,024

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Internal Equity Strategy		802,512										6

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health		5		Portfolio Intelligence		802,512										Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		$   2,705,024

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Customer Satisfaction Survey		300,000										7

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Employer Relations Representative		227,988										Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		$   1,785,851

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		ER Rep. Scheduling Software												8

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		New Kiosks & Tablets for Members		48,000										Transform Business Models		$   3,800,160

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Video Outreach Upgrades		37,500										Grand Total		$   23,292,949

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Web Team Support Software		12,600

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		193,982

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Health Benefits Specialist		214,908

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		Technical Writers		455,976

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach		7		VSDP Account Representative		100,915

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis		6		IDS Data Infrastructure		2,705,024

		Transform Business Models		8		HR Info System		1,278,000

		Transform Business Models		8		ERM Software		30,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Record Retention		15,000

		Transform Business Models		8		Records Management Officer		254,146

		Transform Business Models		8		VNAV Next Gen		425,000

		Transform Business Models		8		PMO		1,598,014

		Transform Business Models		8		IT Audit Support		200,000												FY21-22		FY23-24

																		Total Decision Packages		9		9

																		Personnel Request		$   5,482,909		$   5,177,249

																		Operating Request		$   15,330,622		$   18,115,700

																		Total Nongeneral Fund Appropriation		$   20,813,531		$   23,292,949

																		Positions		18		18

																		Avg. Annual Outgoing Costs		$   10,898,930		$   9,358,376













Total	

Complete Succesfful Cloud Migration	Elevate Organizational Strenth, Culture, 	&	 Engagement	Bolster Agency Security	Promote Exceptional Investment Governance	Ensure Long-Term Financial Health	Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis	Optimize Member, Retiree, 	&	 Employer Outreach	Transform Business Models	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	2933600	765000	3357224	5341066	2605024	2705024	1785851	3800160	





DP Costs

		Complete Successful Cloud Migration

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		EOL Hardware Replacement		744,000		839,600		0

		Secondary Backup Solution		175,000		175,000		0

		Transition to Cloud Environment		-		1,000,000		0



		Total		$   919,000		$   2,014,600		0

		Elevate Organizational Strength, Culture, & Engagement

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Training & Development		$   20,000		$   20,000		0

		IAM Solution		-		725,000		0



		Total		$   20,000		$   745,000		0

		Fortify Cybersecurity and Fraud Prevention Measures

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Cloud Security Platform		$   669,105		$   594,105		1

		Incident Response & Forensics Office		359,007		338,007		1

		Managed Security Endpoint Program		287,000		195,000		0

		Fraud Analysis & Voice Recognition		515,000		400,000		0



		Total		$   1,830,112		$   1,527,112		2

		Promote Superior Investment Governance

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Senior Investments Accountant		$   120,533		$   120,533		1

		Cash Management System		300,000		300,000		0

		Investments Tech Support		2,100,000		1,800,000		0

		Non-cleared Derivatives Margin Requirement		300,000		300,000		0



		Total		$   2,820,533		$   2,520,533		1

		Ensure Long-Term Financial Health

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Internal Equity Strategy		$   401,256		$   401,256		1

		Portfolio Intelligence Strategy		401,256		401,256		1

		Data Feeds		500,000		500,000		0



		Total		$   1,302,512		$   1,302,512		2

		Refresh Infrastructure for Investment Data Analysis

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Quantitative Developers		$   502,513		$   502,513		2

		IDS Data Consulting and Implementation 		400,000		400,000		0

		Contractors		450,000		450,000		0



		Total		$   1,352,513		$   1,352,513		2

		Optimize Member, Retiree, & Employer Outreach

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		Video Outreach Upgrades		$   17,500		$   20,000		0

		Web Team Support Software		6,300		6,300		0

		Employer Relations Representative		113,994		113,994		1

		New Tablets and Kiosks		28,000		20,000		0

		Customer Satisfaction Survey		150,000		150,000		0

		Health Benefits Specialist		107,454		107,454		1

		VSDP Account Representative		-		100,915		1

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Benefits Maintenance Analyst		96,991		96,991		1

		Technical Writers		227,988		227,988		2



		Total		$   845,218		$   940,633		7

		Transform Business Models

		Initiative		FY23 Cost		FY24 Cost		Positions

		HR Info System		$   150,000		$   1,128,000		0

		Records Management Office		137,073		132,073		1

		ERM Dashboard		15,000		15,000		0

		Project Management Office		$   799,007		$   799,007		1

		IT Audit Support		100,000		100,000		0

		VNAV Next Gen		-		425,000		0



		Total		$   1,201,080		$   2,599,080		2

		GRAND TOTALS		$   10,290,968		$   13,001,983		16





LU

		Column1		Column2		Column5

		10100		Chief DEI		10100 - Chief DEI

		12100		Records Retention		12100 - Records Retention

		12100		ERM Software		12100 - ERM Software

		20100		IT Auditor		20100 - IT Auditor

		30300		Sr Inv Accountant		30300 - Sr Inv Accountant

		40100		Video Upgrades		40100 - Video Upgrades

		40100		Web Team		40100 - Web Team

		40200		ER Rep		40200 - ER Rep

		40200		ER Rep Scheduling		40200 - ER Rep Scheduling

		50300		Records Retention		50300 - Records Retention

		60100		Training & Dev		60100 - Training & Dev

		70300		Cst Satisfaction Survey		70300 - Cst Satisfaction Survey

		70300		Kiosks & Tablets		70300 - Kiosks & Tablets

		70300		Voice Recognition		70300 - Voice Recognition

		70320		Technical Writers		70320 - Technical Writers





1-Best Practices

		The first package I have is for Initiatives and Best Practices the Agency can implement that follow those of the Commonwealth and, when applicable, the particular industry.  For example, parts of this overall request include best 

		practices for the HR and Investment industries

		Chief DEI Officer

				-		As the CW evolves and strives to be a national leader in building statewide strategy to advance DE&I, our Agency continues to be a model organization.

				-		I know I've only been here a few months, but I can tell that we value diversity and we remain cognizant of its impact both internally and externally. 

				-		The nature of our agency, a makeup of a diverse group serving a diverse population, this position helps usin creating a welcoming and empowering environment for all stakeholders

				-		The need is there to provide education, training, outreach, and services tailored to the needs of our diverse members; this position will assist in coordinating those efforts across business units

		HR Training & Development

				-		The goal of this initiative is to enhance the training and development programs through the EDGE (empower, develop, grow, and engage) initiative to support employee engagement, 

						professional and leadership development, performance improvement, and also diversity and inclusion

				-		The particular funding here would be used to provide assessment tools and additional training opportunities

				-		This is an agency-wide initiative and it focuses on the individual employee and what their needs are for continuing training and development

				-		This goal is tied to our strategic plan goal of org strength, culture, and engagement

		Non-Cleared Derivatives Margin Requirements

				-		Due to international regulatory changes, non-standardized derivative securities are now subject to margin requirement calculations.

				-		To perform these calculations, we'll need either new systems, data feeds, additonal employee(s), or to outsource this funciton

				-		At this time, it appears that outsourcing will be the most cost- and time-effective solution

				-		As VRS states superior governance as one of its strategic goals, this requirement will help VRS remain in compliance with this security that is a part of the investment portfolio

		IAM Solution

				-		Our current Identity and Access Mgmt tool, RAMS, was a system developed in-house

				-		While at the time, it fit our needs; however, VRS has grown and with it being developed in-house, all upgrades and improvements must also be written and then implemented by our staff, too

				-		This request is to move to an off-the-shelf system that is an industry standard

				-		Not only will this be beneficial as we continue to grow and need support, but this is needed to support cloud-based technology





2-IT Security

		As we know, IT Security is an important topic right now.  It has been part of the Governor's plan and agenda and recent events prove the importance of security.  As a steward of public service employees and having the responsibility of maintaining 

		confidential information, it is crucial that our security is as strong as possible

		Cloud Security Infrastructure

				-		As we are beginning our transition from on-premises data centers and servers to a cloud-based system, we need to make sure that the new inherent security risks are addressed.

				-		This request is for a virtual firewall appliances and a cloud native nedwork security platform, both of which have ongoing annual costs

				-		Additionally, this project will need professional servies for design and implementation

				-		Lastly, this includes a personnel request for a cloud security engineer who will implement the ongoing and changing needs of the technology

		IRR & Forensics

				-		Currently, we do not have significant forensic analysis capabilities, either with infrastructure resources or trained personnel

				-		In addition, outsourcing this service typically results in delayed responses.

				-		This request is for John Craft and his team to improve our incident response and forensics capabilities with a three-pronged approach

				-		First, the request is to use an incident response retainer service in the event we have a high priority sercurity incident where we need to have immediate expertise for forensic

						analysis and when the the Agency is not prepared to submit a cyper insurance claim; so this part is an ongoing cost 

				-		This will also augment what capablities we do have.

				-		The 2nd part is for digital forensic analysis equipment and software to allow us to capture and analyze digital images of systems and devices

				-		Lastly, the request includes a new position for an incident response and disaster recovery engineer that can be leveraged to lead security incident responses recovery activities for the Agency

				-		As mentioned, we don't have much depth with digital forensics or incident response; as a result, without this, we would continue to rely on 3rd party suppliers for this type of service

		Voice Recognition Software

				-











		Managed Security Endpoint Management

				-		Endpoints, also called entry points, are the ways end-user devices such as smart phones, laptops, and tablets are accessed

				-		As we continue our transition to the cloud, our security around these devices needs to change and also needs to imrove as new threats emerge

				-		Currently, we use a variety of different programs, systems, and staff to address endpoint security management

				-		This request is for a subscription to a vendor to provide this service

				-		By outsourcing this, we are able to achieve a holistic system instead of relying on the cross-functioning of several systems; in addition, it allows current staff to focus on other IT security initiatives and activities

				-		This vender will provide 24/7 support for all enpoints; as an alternative, current staff does not operate on a 24/7 basis and solutions would require analysis, development of a plan, and then mitigation





3-Inv Support

		IDS Data Infrastructure (Integrated Data Systems?) (Investment Data?)

				-		The Investments team wants to take a broad review and inventory of its tools and systems used in various data processes and determine what needs to be upgraded, replaced, expanded, or, where appropriate, acquired.

				-		This request builds upon current investment practices by increasing the ability of existing staff to more effectively and efficiently access and analyze informaiton that is relevant to the investment decision making process

				-		The full ask of this initiative includes a customer relationship management software, consulting for data integration, design, and implementation, two quantitative developers, and 2-3 contractors

				-		The quantitative developers will be the ones to make the decisions of whether to "build or buy" and then they become the builder or rebuilder of the tools selected for upgrade or expansion

				-		Current investments staff are building and developing these models in addition to their investing and strategy roles; the two positions here will allow certain team members to dedicate more time their primary functions

				-		Alternatives to this include outsourcing the data management, analysis, and reporting functions and hiring external investment managers, both of which are considered more costly

				-		What happens after assessment and it's decided what will be replaced, upgraded, acquired?  This will either be handeld with available funds or will wait until the next biennium.

		Cash Management System

				-		The Investment Department uses an internally-managed portfolio to fund capital needs, collect distributions, and transfer funds between other portfolios for reallocation purposes

				-		Currently, staff uses a cash database to track these transactions; however, the current system is over 25 years old and is no longer supported by the vendor (Microsoft Access)

				-		As a result, a new system is needed to track, analyze, and account for the entire VRS cash portfolio in on centralized location

				-		This system will serve as the new "internal book of recor" for the VRS cash portfolio and will also enhance internal controls over the cash process

		Senior Investment Accountant

				-		This request is for a need arising out of two reasons; first, the overall growth of investment activities necessitates this position so that we can maintain proper controls

				-		The workload of investment accounting has grown as a result of increases with limited partnerships in Private Equity, Real Assets, and Credit Strategies programs

				-		The direct impact is seen in the number of capital call letters, distributions, analysis of quarterly financial statements, and verification of management fees

				-		Second, this position was previously held by Evelyn Evans, but became vacant in early 2019.  In 2020, this position was used within another area in the finance division.

				-		The tasks performed by Evelyn were spread out among other employees in Investment Accounting, but the overall growth in Investments has reached a point that another person is needed.

		Investments Tech Support

				-		As the functions of the Investments department rapidly grow, related technology and data needs do, as well. 

				-		It has been decided that Investments needs its own separate IT group or department.  At one point, the thought was to creat this in-house; however, it is now thought that procuring managed services for this is the best approach

				-		The need for timely data ingestion and analysis, along with constant refreshes, reports, and changing environments is critical and it is thought that service level agreements will produce the best results

				-		Recruiting, retaining, and retraining staff has shown to be difficult in this arena and the MS approach will allow for specialized firms to handle data management, architecture and modeling, and infrastructure development

				-		Using a managed service also allows us to have access to experts in evolving technology and emerging trends while also reducing the need for additional FTEs to support Investments technology 





4-Digital Transformation

		One of VRS's strategic goals is the secure transformation of business and service delivery models to a digital format to maximize operational efficiency.  This package proposes to address this over several business units including administrative cost centers, legislative, and HR

		Records Retention Management

				-		Currently, there is no agency-wide process for tracking historical documents or making them available to the agency; further, this process is statutorily required by the Library of Virginia

				-		To address this, VRS is looking to take a holistic review of its entire records management process to identy opportunities for enhancements

				-		The recommendation here is to acquire hardware and software to convert paper documents into an electronic format

				-		This achieves multiple goals, including disposing of these paper copies (which numbers over 16,000 documents stored in boxes across from the Director's office); this will also allow for sensitive 

						information in the documents to be protected and preserved as well as searchable for employees needing to access information

				-		This process was actually started in 2016, but due to failures with the SharePoint site, it was sidetracked, and attempts since then have not worked due to staffing issues and inadequate technology

				-		The request is for equipment needed for capturing, storing, managing, and retrieving agency records as well as a new position to oversee this process and the continuation of record retention at VRS

		ERM Software

				-		VRS is the middle of employing an agency-wide enterprise risk management program; currently, one piece missing is a dashboard for tracking our key risk indicators the associated monitoring activities

				-		As we look to finalize this project and expand the program, the dashboard will be a key component going forward

				-		The dashboard will allow us to efficiently monitor its risk indicators by providing up-to-date information in a format consistent with industry best practices

				-		The request here is for a software solution for storing, managing, and retrieving agency records

				-		Alternatively, VRS could develop its own in-house; however, that leads to limitations from using Excel or SharePoint and in requiring additional human capital for a more manual process

		HR Info System

				-		Currently, HR uses several different systems to perform its day-to-day business functions.  For example, Kronos is used time and labor management, Cornerstone for perfromance management, 

						State RMS fro recruitment, VLC for learning, and several other manual processes for other functions

				-		The combination of different systems and manual processes has created several pain points and inefficiencies for staff

				-		The request achieves two primary goals:

						First, siloed and paper based processes become integrated, digitalized, and therefore, more efficient

						Second, we move from multiple systems for managing HR functions to a single, integrated solution

				-		In doing this, a single system will be easier to maintain and better suited to adapt to change; it is also more cost efficient

				-		The actual ask is for consulting to analyze, select, configure, and implement the new solution, ongoing product support, and then the ongoing subscription fees for the new system, which will be cloud-based





5-Cust Satisfaction

		Video Capabilities Upgrade

				-		Following the Board's direction, Jeanne's team has asked for funding to improve web-based outreach and communication to members and to place more investment information online

				-		The primary way for them to do this through video; audiences typically respond well to video and it can be a useful tool to draw them into various benefit topics so they learn more about their plan and enhance their retirement efforts.

				-		Currently, PR uses a Sony camera; however, it is aging and doesn't have the features or capablilities desired by staff, such as being able to make longer videos; the current camera is really limited in this regard

				-		The request is for upgrades to the current Sony camera as well as a new Canon video recorder

				-		In addition there is the request for PR consulting services and software for the videos and pictures recorded

				-		The alternative is to continue using current equipment

		Web Team Support

				-		This request is for software purchases to enhance the development and maintenance of the website

				-		The total request cosists of 4 purchases, three of which are relatively small dollar amounts (combined $1,300/year) that will help make current tools and systems easier to use

				-		The 4th is a program to convert PDF files to HTML pages

				-		As we promote myVRS and online retirement, this will help create an environment for members to have better access to their benefit information

				-		It also will make searching easier and help non-native English speakers as translators are able to work in HTML

				-		And for staff, maintenance of pages is easier in HTML

		VNAV Next Gen

				-		The version of VNAV we have is version 5, which is outdated and no longer supported; over the next 3-4 years, we must improve our current application

				-		The current version is 7, which we need to upgrade to for us to take advantage of the cloud technology

				-		This request is the initial phase of this overall upgrade and involves us reevaluating the business requirements, reviewing existing security features, andimproving the user experience and design

				-		This is the first and foundational step in developing and architecting the platform of the future for VRS

				-		The plan is for us to update to version 6 this year and then to 7 in FY24

				-		Costs to upgrade include licensing and consulting fees, all of which will be in FY24 and just a one-time expense

		Tablets & Kiosks

				-		The Customer Relations group has asked for funding to supply tablets to counselors for when traveling to assist members to access accounts and help service them

				-		Registration is encouraged during presentations when counselors make site visits; however, they do not currently have the ability to allow real-time registration and review

				-		By supplying this staff group, this can be done on the spot, allowing us to strenthen our outreach and partnership with Members and Employers

				-		The request for a kiosk, or multiple kiosks, is for when members come into our counseling center for them to sign in

		Employer Representative for state agencies/higher ed

				-		The desire here is that state employees receive the same level of support as that of political subdivision and school division employees.

				-		Currently, 230 state agencies are served by one employer rep compared to 144 school divisions being served by two reps

				-		The request is for a 2nd representative for state agencies, in particular, higher education

				-		Not only are there more state agencies, but these employers are more complex because they have the most variety of available plans

				-		The extra representative here will alieviate the pressure on the one state agency employer rep and also increase the level of support to bring state agencies on par with other employer populations

		Employer Represtative Scheduling Software

				-		It sounds like this won't be needed as this software exists in another group

				-		Minimal costs needed to set up for ER





6-Employer Relations

		Technical Writers

				-		These positions are responsible for developing and maintaining business documentation such as job aids, process guides, FAQs and SOPs (standard operating procedures), etc.

				-		They also develop employer manual chapters and employer process guides and documentations

				-		There has been an increase to the scope and volume of projects this team provides, resulting in the need for more hours

				-		Currently, there are two part time employees performing these roles; the goal is to convert them to two FTEs

				-		This means the request is for 1 new position and the 2 current PT positions get converted into one FTE

						- Does this mean we ask for 1 FTE or do we still need to ask for 2?  Do their wages get deducted from the request?

		Shanta is asking for 4 positions with the overall goal of building up her group's bench strength and to create depth and skill across all of Customer Programs so people can be cross trained to do multiple tasks

		Benefit Maintenance Analyst

				-		This person would work under Sheryl Jones in Retiree Services to test and validate COLA and hazardous duty rates and also to work with compliance team to ensure ADROs are established and processed on time

				-		Due to the manual process of ADRO processing and amount of review needed for COLA and hazardous duty updates, the workload handled by current staff is increasing beyond a sustainable level

				-		Having a full time employee in this role would allow for a dedicated SME in this position, allowing other staff to focus more on their current roles

		Health Benefit Specialist

				-		With the implementation of Cardinal HCM and the onboarding of the new HIC reimbursement prcoess for VLDP Opt Out employers, the Health Benefits Unit (HBU) will be taking on additional duties

				-		As a result, a new position is requested to determine the eligibility for the participants, enroll retirees in the health benefits program through Cardinal, reconcile VNAV to Cardinal, and analyze Cardinal records

				-		In addition, this positin will check the eligibility and accuracy for people seeking HIC and LTD payments

				-		Also reporting to Sheryl, this position will be cross-trained to provide backup support for other HBU processes and procedures

				-		Other alternatives have been considered, but with the high volume of health insurance enrollments, premium adjustments, and HIC requests, it is not feasible to have current staff aborb these new tasks

				-		Additionally, the HBU recently lost a long-time member of the team last month; this position will be filled, but the time required to train this person further limits the ability of current staff to take on this role

		VSDP Account Representative (VA sickness & disability program)

				-		This position is tied to the Health Benefit Specialist, but on the Managed Disabilities unit

				-		This person will coordinate and validate payments of VLDP and Comparable Plan employer HIC payments and assist with the new Cardinal-related VSDP LTD health insurance processing (VA local disability program)

				-		This position will also be cross-trained with existing staff to provide backup support for other Managed Disabilities Unit processes and procedures

				-		Maintaining the high quality customer service levels and on-time benefit delivery the MDU provides would be difficult with current staffing levels as these new duties related to the Cardinal implementation begin

		Beneficiary Payments Analyst

				-		This request is for a new position to assist with processing death cases; and with the implementation of online benficiary management, there are additional tasks of reviewing paper beneficiary designation forms

				-		If fulfilled, this position will allow for a workload shift to better use existing resources as the total number of death cases received annually has steadily increased from 2018 to 2021

				-		Hiring a wage or temp employee to assist with less complex tests is a possible alternative, though, its not seen as a long-term solution as current staff would still need to complete the more complex tasks





7-IT Proficiency

		With the transition to the cloud, Dynamics, and the new Cardinal and VNAV systems, on top of the new IT security initiatives and various tech projects across the agency, general support to the IT departments is critical.  The ways we can support them comes from several

		different areas.

		Project Management Office

				-		IT undertakes projects and programs of various and size and complexity to support Agency strategic objectives and goals

				-		These projects result in either creating new products and services or enhancing current systems

				-		Currently, the majority of projects are managed in a decentral manner using disjointed methodologies

				-		The goal of the PMO is to prioritize projects, use best PM processes and governance, and deliver projects on time and on budget

				-		The original ask was for 5 FTEs with 3 in FY23 and 2 in FY25

				-		However, existing vacant positions were repurposed and the request is now for 1 FTE and 2 contractors

				-		This will allow the PMO to implemented sooner

		Senior IT Auditor

				-		As projects and processes continue to grow, our technology environment and security needs expand in complexity, and this will only increase as we move towards cloud-based hosting

				-		Currently, there is over 2,000 hours of IT audit work with just one person responsible for this

				-		Auditors in other areas are being trained for IT, but not all have the technical background for that

				-		This position would be more directed towards cloud migration and security measures, addressing upcoming needs and concerns

				-		Also, VITA has specific audit requirements for sensitive systems identified by state agencies, creating another need for the IT audit workload

				-		As an alternative, existing IT resources could be rotated thourh IA as a cross training opportunity, however, that would likely strain resources

		Hardware Replacement

				-		Even though we are transitioning to the cloud, the current datacenter still has hardware that needs to be refreshed

				-		Part of this hardware is needed for the cloud transition, but will reach its end of life in FY23 or FY24

				-		Replacing or upgrading these components is necessary to maintain a secure and highly avialable infrastructure

				-		Additionally, we will still need to maintain an on-premises datacenter, just on a smaller scale, after the cloud transition is complete and these replacements will ensure the infrastructure is in place

				-		The specifics include a new router and switch, a new core switch, a load balancer, SAN (storage area network) components, and infrastructure compute

						(compute means infrastructure elements that do not include network, operations, or telephony)

		Cloud Completion/Secondary Backup Solution

				-		And lastly here, as we plan to complete the cloud migration in the next biennium, there are two specific components IT wants to focus on

				-		The first is the actual transition to a steady state of operations

				-		This includes migrating infrastructure and business system related workloads in FY24 as well as project management servies and post production support and consulting

				-		The next part is creating a secondary backup solution

				-		As mentioned with the hardware replacement, we will maintain a small physical data center for hosting VOIP and other essential components that cannot be migrated to the cloud

				-		This physical data center will also serve as a secondary backup for our cloud data ensuring a more resilient system to deliver uninterupted service to our customers





8-Internal Investments

		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

		New Internal Investmenet Strategy

				-		The mission of the Internal Equity group is to provide low-cost solutions that help the Plan meet its overall risk and return objectives.  As part of this mission, they continue

						to look for areas where they can complement the other investment teams to help them meet their own objectives.

				-		With that in mind, the IE team wants to implement a new strategy and has narrowed it down to one of three: non-US REITs, a US growth strategy, or Private Equity replication

				-		By developing this strategy in-house, we would be able to add a new market to our portfolio and recognize savings by avoiding fees to external managers

				-		Alternatives would be to either hire external investment managers to perform these functions or not expand into a new market at this time

		Internally Managed Macro Strategy

				-		While most of the teams within Investments are specific to certain asset classes like fixed income or real assets, the Portfolio Solutions group is not

				-		Instead, they mix different asset classes in order to maximize returns

				-		To continue maximizing cross-asset returns, this team is requesting funding to test new portfolios

				-		This would include analyzing what factors will drive their returns, evaluating the data sources to be used, purchasing the data feeds and integrating

						them into the VRS systems, and then testing the ideas

				-		If the initial tests prove promising, the ideas will then be integrated into a holistic strategy

				-		After that, they will build the systems and tools to manage the strategy in live markets

				-		Data feeds and software development costs would be needed for this

				-		This process will be managed in-house at VRS

				-		Investments has several external investement managers in other groups that do similary types of testing and investing; if successful, those activities

						could be brought in-house as well, creating savings on the external management fees

				-		In addtion to the data feeds and software, a new position for an investment officer is being requested





9-Global Inv, Portfolio

		Global Equity Management Data Feeds

				-		The GEM group hires external managers to buy stocks, bonds, and other assets

				-		Managers from GEM monitor what they buy and their performance

				-		To better do this, more data feeds on these assets are requested to allow the team to focus on risk and exposure analysis rather than report production

				-		The new data feeds will allow for additional factors to be considered, enhancing the risk exposure management process

				-		They will also allwo for better oversight and monitoring of this portfolio

		Fixed Income Data Feeds

				-		The Fixed Income team is requesting additional data feeds that will allow a deeper focous on analytics of portfolio management

				-		The new investment information will further the ability of FI to focus on security/sector relative vlaue selection and increase the specialization of team members

				-		This will support making more informed decisions and adding excess returns above the FI benchmark
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FY2023 FY2024

$ $
Total 

Positions

1 COMPLETE SUCCESSFUL CLOUD MIGRATION 919,000$        2,014,600$     -

2 ELEVATE ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH, CULTURE AND 20,000$           745,000$        -
ENGAGEMENT

3 FORTIFY CYBERSECURITY AND FRAUD PREVENTION MEASURES 1,830,112$     1,527,112$     2

4 PROMOTE SUPERIOR INVESTMENT GOVERNANCE 2,820,533$     2,520,533$     1
As the total fund and related asset classes expand, additional support is 
needed maintain appropriate levels of due diligence, monitoring of publicly-
traded securities and compliance review.  To do this, a Senior Investments 
Accountant is proposed to help ensure proper internal controls are in place.  
Additionally, funds for a new cash management system will enhance controls 
over the cash flow process and internal cash portfolio.  Also included is the 
strategic outsourcing of dedicated IT support for Investments, providing access 
to expertise in this field without adding full-time employees.  The final piece of 
this proposal requires funding for services to determine and ensure 
compliance with international regulations for the over-the-counter derivatives 
market.

This proposal aligns with VRS' strategic goal to invest in a high-quality, 
professional and diverse workforce.  The proposed tools include assessment 
programs and training opportunities to enhance employee development 
through EDGE (empower, develop, grow and engage) initiatives.  Additionally, 
as VRS continues its migration to the cloud, VRS will use opportunities to 
create savings by replacing costly programs unable to be used in a cloud-based 
environment.  In doing so, the Agency will provide comprehensive onboarding 
for all staff focused on the Agency's mission, vision and core values.

This proposal continues from previous years' planning and allows for the 
Agency to complete its transition from an on-premises server to a cloud-based 
network.  Funding in this package includes replacing datacenter hardware that 
will reach the end of its useful life and simultaneously creating a secondary 
backup solution for the cloud.  Finally, project management and consulting 
fees are needed to transition to a steady state of operations.

Funding for this proposal will help protect the Agency against existing and 
emerging threats from attackers attempting to access sensitive data or 
impersonate members by using compromised personal information.  Included 
are tools to ensure cloud security, endpoint security management, fraud 
detection and incident response capabilities are as strong as possible.  Two 
positions, a Cloud Security Engineer and an Incident Response and Disaster 
Recovery Engineer, are needed to implement the necessary firewalls, security 
platforms and response/recovery activities.

VIRGINIA RETIREMENT SYSTEM
FY2023-2024 Budget Requests
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5 ENSURE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL HEALTH 1,302,512$     1,302,512$     2

6 REFRESH INFRASTRUCTURE FOR INVESTMENT DATA ANALYSIS 1,352,512$     1,352,512$     2

7 OPTIMIZE MEMBER, RETIREE AND EMPLOYER OUTREACH 1,091,218$     1,186,633$     10

8 TRANSFORM BUSINESS MODELS 1,201,080$     2,599,080$     2

TOTAL AGENCY REQUESTS 10,536,967$  13,247,982$  19

This proposal will provide funding to implement new quantitative strategies 
and create workflow efficiencies by upgrading or replacing Investments-
related tools and systems used in various data processes.  Two Quantitative 
Developers and three contractors will take a broad review of systems and 
determine what action needs to be taken for each system and then, in turn, 
will be the ones to implement the necessary solution.  Funding in this proposal 
will also be used for software purchases and consulting for data integration, 
design and implementation.

This proposal includes tools and new positions to cultivate mutually supportive 
partnerships that enhance an exceptional customer experience.  The tools 
included will improve the quality of content posted on the website as well as 
create a more user-friendly experience.  Additionally, as VRS returns to more 
in-person meetings, new tablets for employer and member representatives 
will provide for a better experience for customers.  A new Employer 
Representative is also proposed to in order to better serve state agencies.  In 
addition, this proposal includes five new FTEs in Customer Relations to provide 
sufficient resources for Employer Education and the Customer Contact Center.  
Lastly, four new positions in Customer Programs will ensure that VRS 
continues to provide optimal support for the various retirement and benefit 
programs it administers.  

Internally managed investment programs create value-add to the trust fund as 
they are operated at a significantly lower cost than externally managed 
strategies.  Two new Investment Officers will augment the Internal Equity and 
Portfolio Intelligence groups by helping to bring externally-managed 
investments in-house.  The tools included will help in managing and analyzing 
the data necessary to make timely decisions across the Investments 
department.

Funding for this proposal will provide tools, two positions and contractors to 
assist the Agency in transforming its business and service delivery models to 
meet the needs of its customers.  These measures will ensure that VRS 
leverages state-of-the-art technology to improve system functionality.  
Replacing the multiple current HR information system platforms with a single, 
holistic platform will create savings and efficiencies for the department, as 
well as the Agency.  Additionally, this proposal includes funding to support the 
process of upgrading the Agency's internal benefits management system.  A 
Records Management Officer is proposed to oversee enhancements to the 
Agency's records management program, including converting paper 
documents into a digital library.  New dashboarding software will aid VRS in 
finalizing its ERM program to effectively monitor risk across the Agency.  
Additionally, a Project Manager, contractors and an external IT auditor will 
help prioritize and implement projects, ensure optimal functionality and 
improve process documentation and knowledge capture.
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Adjusted 
FY2021 
Budget 

A 

Final 
Expenses 

B 

Variance  
Favorable/ 

(Unfavorable) 
C = A - B 

 
 

% 
Remaining 

C / A 
Administration     
    Personnel     
        Salaries, Wages & Benefits 24,206,000  21,309,000  2,897,000 12.0% 
        Incentive Compensation 861,000 776,000 85,000 9.9% 
    Contractual Services     
        Communication Services 950,000 699,000 251,000 26.4% 
        Employee Development Services2 279,000 159,000 120,000 43.0% 
        Management & Informational Services3, 4 2,573,000 1,427,000 1,146,000 44.5% 
        Medical Review Services 1,000,000 671,000 329,000 32.9% 
        Support Services5 620,000 560,000 60,000 9.7% 

   Technical Services6, 7 291,000 293,000 (2,000) (0.7%) 

    Equipment & Supplies 449,000 414,000 35,000 7.8% 

    Facility 1,936,000 1,972,000 (36,000) (1.9%) 

    Insurance, Claims & Bonds 84,000 33,000 51,000 60.7% 
    Service Charges 174,000         143,000  31,000 17.8% 
Administration Total 33,423,000 28,456,000 4,967,000 14.9% 
     
Information Technology      
    Personnel     
        Salaries, Wages & Benefits 12,720,000     10,442,000  2,278,000 17.9% 
        Incentive Compensation 325,000 333,000 (8,000) (2.5%) 
    Contractual Services     
        Communication Services 853,000 842,000 11,000 1.3% 
        Employee Development Services2 63,000 26,000 37,000 58.7% 
        Management & Informational Services3 10,000 15,000 (5,000) (50.0%) 
        Support Services5 24,000 9,000 15,000 62.5% 
        Technical Services 10,786,000 13,567,000 (2,781,000) (25.8%) 
    Equipment & Supplies 8,009,000 5,497,000 2,512,000 31.4% 
    Facility 413,000 429,000 (16,000) (3.9%) 
    Insurance, Claims & Bonds 95,000 92,000    3,000 3.2% 
Information Technology Total 33,388,000 31,252,000 2,136,000 6.4% 
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Adjusted 
FY2021 
Budget 

A 

Final 
Expenses 

B 

Variance  
Favorable/ 

(Unfavorable) 
C = A - B 

 
 

% 
Remaining 

C / A 
Investment Management      
    Personnel     
        Salaries, Wages & Benefits 18,116,000   16,156,000 1,960,000 10.8% 
        Incentive Compensation 7,405,000 3,574,000 3,831,000 51.7% 
    Contractual Services     
        Communication Services 59,000 44,000 15,000 25.4% 
        Employee Development Services2 608,000 445,000 163,000 26.8% 
        Management & Informational Services3 2,256,000      1,541,000  715,000 31.7% 
        Technical Services6 9,552,000 8,549,000 1,003,000 10.5% 
    Equipment & Supplies 199,000 283,000 (84,000) (42.2%) 
    Facility 659,000         660,000  (1,000) (0.2%) 
    Insurance, Claims & Bonds 27,000           12,000   15,000 55.6% 
Investment Management Total 39,694,000   31,264,000  8,430,000 21.2% 

     
         VRS Total 106,505,000 90,972,000 15,533,000 14.6% 

1 Projected Total Expenses are best estimates as of the creation of this report and are subject to change. 
2 Employee Development Services includes organization memberships, subscriptions, employee trainings, and tuition reimbursement. Although in-person training and 
related travel spending were naturally reduced beginning in March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, online training has been encouraged.  
3 Management and Informational Services includes fiscal services, management services, legal services, media services, food services and business travel. 
4 Includes $300K budgeted for the Retirement Commission, which currently has no planned expenditures. 
5 Support Services includes clerical and manual labor services. 
6 Technical Services includes hardware/software maintenance, technology contractors and data feeds. 
7 Represents the Modernization project, which received a budget transfer of $291K to complete implementation of myVRS functionality. The project was extended into 
FY 2021 due to the reallocation of resources in FY 2020 to implement the provisions of legislation enacted by the 2020 General Assembly.  
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Current 
Budget 

A 

Expenses 
through 

7/31/2021 
B 

Projected 
Remaining 
Expenses 

C 

Projected 
Total  

Expenses1 

D = B + C 

Projected 
Variance  

Favorable/ 
(Unfavorable) 

E = A - D 

 
 

% 
Remaining 

E / A 
Administration       
    Personnel       
        Salaries, Wages & Benefits 24,040,000 1,944,000   21,015,000    22,959,000       1,081,000 4.5% 
        Incentive Compensation 1,533,000 3,000      1,530,000       1,533,000             -  0% 
    Contractual Services       
        Communication Services 947,000 55,000         879,000       934,000         13,000 1.4% 
        Employee Development Services2 321,000 2,000         271,000          273,000             48,000  15.1% 
        Management & Informational Services3, 4 3,472,000 29,000     2,887,000       2,916,000            556,000  16.0% 
        Medical Review Services 760,000 -         722,000          722,000           38,000  5.0% 
        Support Services5 633,000 16,000         589,000        605,000            28,000  4.4.% 
    Equipment & Supplies 92,000 14,000           69,000            83,000         9,000  9.8% 

    Facility 1,824,000 153,000      1,672,000       1,825,000         (1,000) (0.6%) 

    Insurance, Claims & Bonds 86,000          -           85,000            85,000                1,000  1.2% 

    Service Charges 174,000       -          174,000          174,000                         - 0.0% 
Administration Total 33,882,000 2,216,000 29,894,000 32,110,000 1,772,000 5.2% 

       
Information Technology        
    Personnel       
        Salaries, Wages & Benefits 12,989,000      961,000    11,401,000    12,362,000         627,000 4.8% 
        Incentive Compensation - 3,000         297,000 300,000 - - 
    Contractual Services       
        Communication Services 977,000 -        948,000        948,000              29,000 3.0% 
        Employee Development Services2 50,000 -          49,000           49,000                1,000 2.0% 
        Management & Informational Services3 16,000 1,000           15,000  15,000                      -   0.0% 
        Support Services5 12,000                    -       12,000            12,000                       -   0.0% 
        Technical Services 13,469,000 416,000  12,689,000    13,105,000            364,000   2.7% 
    Equipment & Supplies 3,664,000 -      3,660,000       3,660,000  4,000 0.1% 
    Facility 439,000 -         436,000          436,000            3,000 0.7% 
    Insurance, Claims & Bonds 93,000 - 91,000 91,000 2,000 2.2% 
Information Technology Total 31,709,000   1,381,000    29,598,000    30,979,000  730,000  2.3% 
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Current 
Budget 

A 

Expenses 
through 

7/31/2021 
B 

Projected 
Remaining 
Expenses 

C 

Projected 
Total  

Expenses1 

D = B + C 

Projected 
Variance  

Favorable/ 
(Unfavorable) 

E = A - D 

 
 

% 
Remaining 

E / A 
Investment Management        
    Personnel       
        Salaries, Wages & Benefits 18,576,000 1,422,000   16,395,000    17,817,000  759,000 4.1% 
        Incentive Compensation 7,425,000      -       7,425,000  7,425,000     -  0% 
    Contractual Services       
        Communication Services 346,000 2,000         274,000          276,000            70,000 20.3% 
        Employee Development Services2 350,000 12,000         263,000          275,000         75,000  21.4% 
        Management & Informational Services3 3,371,000 130,000     2,863,000       2,993,000  378,000  11.2% 
        Technical Services6 9,561,000 385,000      8,889,000       9,274,000         287,000 3.0% 
    Equipment & Supplies 199,000 30,000         167,000          224,000  2,000          1.0% 
    Facility 657,000 52,000         599,000          651,000  6,000 0.9% 
    Insurance, Claims & Bonds 27,000                     -             27,000            27,000                       -   0.0% 

         Investment Management Total 40,512,000   2,035,000    36,902,000    38,937,000  1,575,000 3.9% 
       

 VRS Subtotal 106,103,000   5,632,000    96,394,000  102,026,000  4,077,000 3.8% 

1 Projected Total Expenses are best estimates as of the creation of this report and are subject to change. 
2 Employee Development Services includes organization memberships, subscriptions, employee trainings, and tuition reimbursement. Although in-person training and 
related travel spending were naturally reduced beginning in March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, online training has been encouraged.  
3 Management and Informational Services includes fiscal services, management services, legal services, media services, food services and business travel. 
4 Includes $300K budgeted for the Retirement Commission, which currently has no planned expenditures. 
5 Support Services includes clerical and manual labor services. 
6 Technical Services includes hardware/software maintenance, technology contractors and data feeds. 
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Request for Board Action
RBA 2021-09-____

Authorize staff to request spending authority from the 
Department of Planning and Budget.

Page 1 of 1
September 21, 2021

Requested Action

The VRS Board of Trustees authorizes staff to request spending authority from the Department of 
Planning and Budget and legislature, as applicable, to execute planned initiatives for the next two fiscal 
years.

Description/Background

VRS staff notified the Administration and Personnel Committee on September 15, 2021, that additional 
appropriation authority will be needed in FY 2023 and FY 2024 to accommodate planned spending.  The 
Committee concurred with the planned spending line items and recommended that this RBA be 
presented to the entire Board for approval.

Rationale for Requested Action

This RBA seeks Board authority for staff to seek nineteen additional full-time positions and the 
necessary nongeneral fund appropriation for the following expenses:

Initiative       FY 2023 cost FY 2024 cost
               (in millions)         (in millions)    

 Complete successful cloud migration $0.92 $2.01
 Elevate organizational strength, culture and engagement $0.02 $0.75
 Fortify cybersecurity and fraud prevention measures $1.83 $1.53
 Promote superior investment governance $2.82 $2.52 
 Ensure long-term financial health $1.30 $1.30
 Refresh infrastructure for investment data analysis $1.35 $1.35
 Optimize member, retiree and employer outreach $1.09 $1.19 
 Transform business models $1.20 $2.60

      $10.53 million   $13.25 million

Authority for Requested Action

Code of Virginia § 51.1-124.22(A)(8) authorizes the Board to promulgate regulations and procedures and 
make determinations necessary to carry out the provisions of Title 51.1.

The above action is approved.

_________________________________________________ ________________________________
O’Kelly E. McWilliams, III, Chair Date
VRS Board of Trustees
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MISSION 
Delivering retirement and other benefits to Virginia public employees through 
sound financial stewardship and superior customer service.  

VISION
To be the trusted leader in the delivery of benefits and services to those we serve.

COMMITMENT 
 Serving those who serve others. 
 Helping members plan for tomorrow, today!

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION ARE OUR 
STRENGTHS 
The Virginia Retirement System, an independent state agency, delivers retirement 
and other benefits to covered Virginia public sector employees. Diversity, equity and 
inclusion are at our core and we are unwavering in our commitment to these values. 
Fostering a sense of belonging and inclusion unleashes the power of diversity. We 
know that different ideas, identities, perspectives and backgrounds generate 
stronger and more creative conditions that deliver better results. We believe in 
creating an environment that reflects the communities we serve and where 
everyone is welcome and empowered to do their best work.
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION 

DEFINITIONS

Diversity 
Diversity refers to the individual characteristics that make every individual unique. The Virginia 
Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (ODEI) notes that diversity describes the various 
combinations of group and social differences, including race, ethnicity, class, gender, gender 
identity, sexual orientation, country of origin and ability, as well as religious, political, cultural 
and other affiliations. It also includes human differences such as personality, learning style and 
life experiences.1 The Virginia Department of Human Resource Management (DHRM) defines 
diversity as fostering a collaborative work environment that is inclusive of every employee by 
recognizing and effectively utilizing their talent, skills and perspectives to create a unified and 
high-performance workforce.2 

Equity
Equity is the process of allocating resources and creating opportunities for historically 
underrepresented populations in order to provide equal access and equitable opportunity. As 
described in the One Virginia plan, equity requires an organizational commitment to its 
employees and customers to provide equitable access to opportunities, resources and the ability 
to fully contribute to the agency’s mission, vision and goals.3

Inclusion
Inclusion is the deliberate and ongoing effort to engage diverse people, practices and 
communities in order to increase cultural respect, knowledge, empathy and understanding of 
ways individuals interact within an organization. It fosters a sense of belonging and respect for 
the differences of all employees in the organization.4

1 Source: One Virginia Strategic Plan for Inclusive Excellence in State Government. 
2 Source: One Virginia Strategic Plan for Inclusive Excellence in State Government. 
3 Source: One Virginia Strategic Plan for Inclusive Excellence in State Government. 
4 Source: One Virginia Strategic Plan for Inclusive Excellence in State Government.
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GOAL 1: ORGANIZATION STRENGTH, CULTURE 
AND ENGAGEMENT
Foster a positive working environment and culture of engagement that values and invests 
in a high-quality, professional and diverse workforce made up of employees who embody 
continuous learning and exemplify VRS’ core values.

Equity Emphasis: Place an emphasis on recruiting, retaining, developing and promoting a 
workforce representative of those we serve and ensuring equal access to opportunity.

STRATEGIES
1. Enhance bench strength and staff development 

through personalized robust learning, leadership 
development, training and mentorship 
opportunities, utilizing DEI principles to support 
staff as they carry out the VRS mission and 
vision.

2. Evaluate the performance evaluation process to 
ensure alignment with a strategic framework and 
focus on self-reflection, goal setting, growth, 
development, skill maintenance and acquisition, 
effective feedback and coaching.

3. Promote employee engagement by fostering 
accessible leadership, soliciting feedback, 
encouraging the sharing and embracing of ideas, 
honoring diverse backgrounds and supporting 
the principles of DEI.

4. Support intentional, focused and innovative 
recruitment and retention efforts to expand 
analytical capabilities and increase the diversity 
and quality of applicant pools.

5. Provide comprehensive onboarding for all new 
staff members and provide ongoing 
organizational cultural activities for all staff 
focused on VRS’ mission, vision and core values.

6. Support team member growth through the 
establishment of an organization-wide, 
continuing professional development program 
(VRS University), exposure to agency-wide 
opportunities and promotion of educational 
assistance programs.

7. Promote programs to support the health and 
well-being of team members.

MEASURES AND TARGETS
1. Develop career development plans for individual 

employees.
2. Enhance the performance evaluation process 

and system.
3. Provide interactive staff town halls (at least 4 

each year). 
4. Recognize and celebrate cultural events and 

other important moments of significance 
throughout each year.

5. Revise job descriptions and position 
advertisements, where appropriate, to include a 
focus on critical thinking and analytical 
capabilities.

6. Expand recruitment to more diverse outlets.
7. Refresh the on-boarding process for all new 

employees.
8. Create a comprehensive onboarding process for 

new employees and ongoing activities 
addressing organizational culture for all staff, 
including mentoring, focused on VRS’ mission, 
vision and core values.

9. Develop and institute VRS University, to include 
internal and external professional development 
opportunities.

10. Allocate sufficient funding in budgets to support 
ongoing training and professional development.

11. Collaborate with DHRM to provide employees 
access to holistic support for both physical and 
mental health initiatives.
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GOAL 2: SUPERIOR GOVERNANCE AND LONG-TERM 
FINANCIAL HEALTH
Ensure well-governed and financially sound trusts and funds within our care.

Equity Emphasis: Ensure equitable distribution of human, fiscal and capital resources 
across the plans and organization.

STRATEGIES
1. Fund the plans through an integrated view of 

pension assets and liabilities.

2. Deliver target risk-adjusted investment returns 
over a full-market cycle.

3. Cultivate a risk-aware organization through 
the continued implementation of the ERM 
program.

4. Improve business policy, process 
documentation, and knowledge transfer by 
exploring and initiating robust content 
management solutions.

5. Enhance communication and education efforts 
surrounding investments and risk mitigation 
strategies to employers, members, retirees 
and stakeholders.

6. Build upon partnerships with key stakeholders 
through ongoing communication and outreach 
to promote greater understanding regarding 
impacts of proposed plan design changes and 
support continued required plan funding.

MEASURES AND TARGETS
1. Implement the second phase of the agency’s 

ERM program, including risk identification at 
the business process level.

2. Provide resources when opportunities are 
identified to support infrastructure for 
expansion of internal investment 
management, including data, investment tools 
and products, as well as personnel. 

3. Develop an enhanced records management 
system, linking varying data sources through a 
software application.

4. Establish a process for capturing institutional 
knowledge to ensure an appropriate capture 
and transfer of information over time.

5. Develop investments information to 
incorporate into stakeholder outreach 
avenues.

6. Create new and, where applicable, utilize 
existing channels for ongoing communication 
and outreach to key stakeholders to generate 
greater understanding of plan investments, 
risks, designs and funding.
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GOAL 3: MEMBER, RETIREE AND EMPLOYER 
EDUCATION, OUTREACH AND PARTNERSHIP
Cultivate mutually supportive partnerships to enhance and support an exceptional 
customer experience.

Equity Emphasis: Ensure equitable support by strengthening connections, outreach and 
communications with members, retirees and employers.

STRATEGIES
1. Continue development of communication and 

engagement activities in order to address 
outcomes by providing education, training, 
outreach and services tailored to the needs of 
our diverse members, retirees and employers. 

2. Explore structures for monitoring 
performance, and ensuring delivery of 
content, products and services to all VRS 
audiences. 

3. Build upon partnerships to continue the 
delivery of award-winning, customized 
financial wellness products and learning 
experiences. 

4. Foster and enhance communication outlets to 
engage employers, retirees and members 
through the use of various tools and 
technology. 

5. Improve collection and maintenance of 
contact information for members and retirees 
to enhance communications efforts and 
targeted messaging.

MEASURES AND TARGETS
1. Deploy secure messaging in VNAV.

2. Implement online chat functionality in VNAV 
for enhanced communication between 
members and staff.

3. Institute a campaign and process to gather 
and maintain up to date email addresses for all 
members, beneficiaries and retirees.

4. Develop a system for ongoing maintenance of 
member, beneficiary and retiree contact 
information, including outreach to encourage 
a review of information on a regular interval.

5. Develop an easily accessible tool to target 
emails and campaigns to members and 
retirees, based on various demographics and 
goals. 

6. Implement tools to easily ascertain audience 
action resulting from communication 
campaigns. 
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GOAL 4: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND SECURE 
SERVICE DELIVERY
Leverage technology to securely transform business and service delivery models to 
maximize operational efficiency, including navigating new post-pandemic, workplace 
paradigms.

Equity Emphasis: Ensure equitable distribution of resources by deploying innovative 
solutions, including optimizing efficient and effective processes, ensuring secure knowledge 
capture and transfer, and expanding access to critical documents and processes to best serve all 
customers.

STRATEGIES
1. Continue fostering a culture of universal 

responsibility for cyber security. 

2. Enhance 24/7 monitoring capability 
empowered by strategic partnerships and 
automated tools. 

3. Explore implementation of a digital repository 
for knowledge capture, transfer, and retrieval 
of data and information. 

4. Transform paper-based processes and 
documents, including legacy records, into 
digital experiences and accessible formats. 

5. Continue ongoing efforts regarding the use of 
metrics to achieve operational efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

6. Explore delivery methods and channels to 
enhance equitable service provision to 
members, retirees and employers. 

MEASURES AND TARGETS
1. Build upon the current cyber security 

education model to continuously remind 
employees of their responsibility to protect 
VRS systems and data.

2. Acquire or develop a software solution to 
capture, digitize and organize agency legacy 
records and documents, and to provide 
efficient access to those records. 

3. Leverage third-party partnerships to provide 
24/7 monitoring of VRS systems and devices, 
including technology support during non-
business hours.

4. Develop new operational measures to reflect 
changes in the VRS business model, including 
the online retirement process.
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GOAL 5: TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE
Transform business through the use of state-of-the art technology frameworks for 
improved system functionality.

Equity Emphasis: Provide a high impact and cost-effective foundation for technology 
services in order to equitably deploy resources across the organization and to meet the needs of 
our diverse membership.

STRATEGIES
1. Upgrade technology frameworks and 

solutions, including identifying applications 
and services candidates for migration to the 
public and private Cloud. 

2. Improve technology policy and process 
documentation, as well as knowledge capture 
and transfer, by exploring and initiating robust 
content management solutions. 

3. Leverage technology to optimize new 
workplace paradigms, post-pandemic, 
including facilitating efficient synchronous 
virtual and in-person experiences.

MEASURES AND TARGETS
1. Successfully complete the migration of VRS 

candidate systems which will reduce costs, 
improve security and reliability, to either the 
public or private Cloud.

2. Develop or acquire a software application for 
documenting technology processes and 
policies, and for notifying staff whenever 
changes to processes and policies are made.

3. Acquire enhanced A/V equipment to support 
the new hybrid work environment, including 
efficient and effective virtual interaction with 
TPAs and other business partners.  
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1111 East Main Street
Richmond VA 23219

1-888-827-3847

www.varetire.org  
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Request for Board Action
RBA 2021-09-____

Approve a 7% performance bonus for the Audit Director. 

Page 1 of 1
September 21, 2021

Requested Action

The VRS Board of Trustees approves a 7% performance bonus for the Audit Director.

Description/Background

The Audit and Compliance Committee reviewed and evaluated the performance of the Audit Director. 
Based on this review and evaluation, the Committee recommends that the Board approve a 7% 
performance bonus for the Audit Director payable October 15, 2021.

Rationale for Requested Action

The Audit and Compliance Committee recommends that the Board approve a 7% performance bonus for 
the Audit Director, payable October 15, 2021,  based on the Committee’s review and evaluation of the 
Audit Director’s performance during FY 2021. The Audit and Compliance Committee Charter, in 
paragraph 8 of the duties and responsibilities section states, “Review and evaluate the performance of 
the Audit Director in all areas for which he or she is responsible and report the results and conclusions 
to the Board.” Section IV. H.(8) of the Board Governance Policy provides that the Board may review, 
monitor, and oversee the performance of the Audit Director. Also, the Executive Pay Plan contemplates 
granting a performance bonus to the Audit Director.

Authority for Requested Action

Code of Virginia § 51.1-124.22(11) authorizes the Board to establish and administer a compensation plan 
for officers and employees of the Retirement System.

The above action is approved.

_________________________________________________ ________________________________
O’Kelly E. McWilliams, III, Chair Date
VRS Board of Trustees
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